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ABSTRACT
In this work, we have attempted to solve two problems concerning the planning and
scheduling of crude oil operations: first, on the upstream production planning of
crude oil from offshore sources and second, on the scheduling of downstream
processing of crude oilat the refinery front-end.
The first part is on the offshore oilfield infrastructures planning under both
exogenous uncertainty and endogeneous decision-dependent uncertainty. A model
representative of the oilfield that is able to select the best routes to obtain the desired
objective function is considered. The methodology used is by firstly developing a
deterministic model andmodeling it with GAMS, followed by a stochastic one. The
results obtained show a high accuracy representation in which the uncertainties in
both the exogenous and endogeneous uncertainties in planning are accounted for.
The stochastic model is a more thorough representation of the problem because it
considers all the uncertainties along with the associated probabilities. Having
validated the model formulation and solution obtained with results for standard
problems reported in the literature, we believe that the model can be a tool to assist
upper-level management in preliminary decision-making on an optimal plan for
crude oil production from an offshore operation.
The second part is onthe scheduling ofcrude oiloperations ata refinery front-end. A
technique for obtaining globally optimal schedules for the flow of crude is
developed. Acontinuous time model based on transfer events isused to represent the
scheduling problem and this model is a nonconvex MINLP model which presents
multiple local optima. We implement a branch-and-contract algorithm that aims at
reducing the size of the search region. In order to obtain a global optimum solution
of the problem, an outer-approximation algorithm is proposed, whereby lower and
upper bounds on the global optimum are generated, which are converged to a
specified tolerance. The solution obtained from the LB-MILP model, i.e., the
decision variables (binary variables), was used to obtain a feasible solution for model
UB-NLP. This solution is the upper bound solution. The application of the proposed
algorithm shows significant reduction in the computational effort involved in solving
the problem. Slack variables are introduced to overcome the integer infeasibility
problem. The optimization model is developed using GAMS and an optimal solution
is found with no logical constraints conflicts or error.
The main contribution on this work in the first part is to conduct an extensive study
onthe implementation ofthe model formulation in Iyer et al. (1998). As well, in the
second part, we are focused on investigating effective implementation strategies of
the model formulation and solution strategy in Karuppiah et al. (2008) using our
choice of the modeling platform GAMS and the best numerical solvers that are
available. Hence, most of the exposition on the model formulation and solution
algorithms are taken directly from the original papers so as to provide the readers
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Al.l INTRODUCTION TO STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
Stochastic programming is a framework for modeling optimization problems that
involve uncertainty. Whereas deterministic optimization problems are formulated
with known parameters, real world problems almost invariably include some
unknown parameters. When the parameters are known only within certain bounds,
one approach to tackling such problems is called robust optimization (Beasley,
2002). Here the goal is to find a solution which is feasible for all such data and
optimal in some sense. Stochastic programming models are similar in style but take
advantage of the fact that probability distributions governing the data are known or
can be estimated.
The most widely applied and studied stochastic programming models are two-stage
linear programs. Here the decision maker takes some action in the first stage, after
which a random event occurs affecting the outcome of the first-stage decision. A
recourse decision can then be made in the second stage that compensates for any bad
effects that might have been experienced as a result of the first-stage decision. The
optimal policy from such a model is a single first-stage policy and a collection of
recourse decisions (a decision rule) defining which second-stage action should be
taken in response to each random outcome.
In summary, stochastic programming, as the name implies, is mathematical (i.e.
linear, integer,mixed-integer, nonlinear) programming but with a stochastic element
present in the data.
In deterministic mathematical programming the data (coefficients) are known
numbers. In stochastic programming these numbers are unknown; insteadwe may
have a probability distribution present. Stochastic programming therefore deals with
situations where we have uncertainty present.
Al .2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The design of an oil production system is a complex task that requires the
consideration of many factors (Heever and Grossmann, 2000). We need to develop
and implement a systematic and automated approach to efficiently and rigorously
integrate the elaborate interactions between the design decision variables selecting
the best amonga set of possible solutions, using sound engineering judgment.
An oilfield layout consists of a number of fields, each containing one or more
reservoirs, and each reservoir contains one or more well sites. After the decision has
been made to produce oil from a given well site, it is drilled from a well platform
(WP) using drilling rigs. A network of pipelines connects the wells to the WPs and
the WPs to the production platforms (PP). The location of production platforms (PP),
well platforms (WP), and allocation of well (W) to them is a complex optimization
problem, as the costsof drilling are affected by the lengths of pipe required (Iyeret.
al., 1998).
Al.2.1 Model Assumptions
The major assumptions in the model are as follows:
• the productivity index (PI) of each well is constant across the planning
horizon;
• operating conditions are constant during a given time period;
• each reservoir contains a single homogeneous mixture at the same pressure;
• multiple wells in a reservoir produce independently on the basis of each
well's PI and the reservoir's average pressure;
• pressure drop in pipes and wells is linear in the oil flow rate and gas flow rate
(in reality, flow rate is proportional to the square rootof pressure drop);
• the well oil flow rate is proportional to the pressure difference between the
well head and well bore;
• each well has a single completion in a single reservoir. This implies that a
drilled well is capped after extracting oil from the well. Therefore, it is not
reused to drill from this well to other well locations in the reservoir;
• the location of potential wells and platforms as well as their potential
interconnections to wells.
Further, we consider that each well may be allocated to two or more WPs.
However, this will clearly increase the computational effort significantly. A more
practical option might be to consider allocating each well to up to two WPs. In
this case, the two different allocations are treated as two choices of identical
wells, of which only one can be selected (Heever and Grossmann, 2000).
Note that wells from a reservoir may be potentially allocated to more than one
well platform and one WP may produce wells from more than one reservoir.
However, once a selection is made, each well is assigned to a single WP; Iyer et
al., 1998).
A1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The questions that we are interested to answer in this research project relates to the
planning decisions of oilfield production in the specified time periods, in which the
decision variables include:
• whether or not to install a production platform or well platform/which well
platforms should be built and when?;
• whether or not to drill each well (at a specified given location and allocation);
• the production profile (of oil) for each well;
• when and where should the drilling rigs be moved?;
• how much is the investment for WP, PP, and drilling rigs?




















Previous work in the optimization of offshore field development may be classified
into two broad categories, which are location-allocation problems and production
planning and scheduling problems.
A2.1.1 Location-Allocation Problem
One of the earliest works by Devine and Lesso (1972) solves the problem of
determining the continuous two-dimensional location of production platforms and
the allocation of wells to well platforms. The trade-offs associated with the costs
involve the capacity of the platforms and the cost of piping from wells to the
platforms. They proposed an iterative two-stage algorithm that first fixes the
allocation of wells to the platforms and then determines the location of platforms. In
the next stage, the location determined in the first stage is fixed and the allocation
problem is solved to get a new set of well allocation variables. The problem,
however, does not include the scheduling of well drilling or production planning of
wells.
Garcia-Diaz et al. (1996) presented a network representation for the same problem
and proposed a Lagrangean relaxation solution method.
A2.1.2 Production Planning and Scheduling
Lee and Aranofsky (1958) formulated a production planning problem that expressed
the performance of reservoirs linearly as a function of time. Sullivan (1982) used a
nonlinear reservoir performance equation and approximated it by using piecewise
linear interpolation using integer variables. Both these works did not include the
scheduling of drilling of wells and surface pressure constraints.
Aranofsky and Williams (1962) proposed an LP model for scheduling of well
drilling, assuming a preset production profile. In addition, the model had the
drawback of fractional solutions for the number of wells drilled in a time period.
Bohannon (1970) proposed a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model for
development of multireservoir systems, assuming a predetermined linear decline of
production rate with cumulative oil produced. Frair and Devine (1973) proposed a
model that simultaneously included the location-allocation of wells, scheduling of
facility operation, and production rates for different time periods. However, the
model did not include the reservoir performance equations and assumed a linear
production decline curve for each reservoir.
Costa (1975) and Dogru (1975) proposed models for optimal platform location and
scheduling of well drilling, but they did not include any production planning.
Harding et al. (1996) tested sequential quadratic programming, simulated annealing,
anda genetic algorithm forplanning the multiple field development. They assumed a
predetermined targetproduction rate and prescheduled the capital investment within
a fixed time window.
Iyer and Grossmann (1998) proposed multiperiod mixed-integer linear programming
(MILP) model formulation for the planning and scheduling of investment and
operation in offshore oil field facilities. The formulation employs a general objective
function that optimizes a selected economic indicator (e.g., net present value). For a
given planning horizon, the decision variables in the model are the choice of
reservoirs to develop, selection from among candidate well sites, the well drilling
and platform installation schedule, among others. A sequential decomposition
strategy using aggregation of time periods and wells, followed by successive
disaggregation, is proposed. However, they did not include the uncertainty in
reserves.
Van den Heever and Grossmann (2000) proposed a multiperiod mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) model for offshore oilfield infrastructure planning
7
where nonlinear reservoir behavior is incorporated directly into the formulation.
Discrete decisions include the selection of production platforms, well platforms and
wells to be installed/drilled, and the drilling schedule for the wells over the planning
horizon. Continuous decisions include the capacities of the platforms and the
production profile for each well in each time period. For the solution of this model,
an iterative aggregation/disaggregation algorithm is proposed in which logic-based
methods, a bilevel decomposition technique, the use of convex envelopes, and
aggregation of time periods are integrated.
CHAPTER A3
MODEL FORMULATION
A3.1 DETERMINISTIC MODEL FORMULATION FOR OILFIELD
PRODUCTION PLANNING
The model is configured hierarchically in terms of sets to represent the physical
configuration in a general form. The following sets, indices, variable, and parameters
are defined.
A3.1.1 Nomenclature
(a) Sets and Indices
PP set of production platforms
p production platform p e PP
WP(p) set of well platforms connected to platform p
n well platform n e WP(/?)
F set of fields
/ field/ e F
R(f) set of reservoirs associated with field/
r reservoir r e R(f)
ffwp(«) set of wells connected to well platform n
Wr(t) set of wells connected to reservoir r
Wwp,R(r>n) set of wells associated with reservoir r and well platform n
w well w e Wq(.)
t time periods
t aggregated time periods
D set of drilling rigs
k drilling rigs k g D
J{r) linear interpolation pieces used for reservoirr
j index of piece used in piecewise linear interpolationy'e J
(b) Continuous Variables
xt oil/gas flow in period t
x cumulative oil/gas flow amount up to period t
lt oil flow (mass) in period t
gt gas flow (volumetric) in period t
$ gas-to-oil ratio inperiod t
vt pressure in period t
St pressure drop at choke in period /
dt design variable in period /
et design expansion variable in period t
Zktt number of times drilling rig k is moved in period t
%p number of times drilling rigkis moved in period t
Xjit interpolation variable in period t
(c) Binary Variables
zt = 1 if facility (well or platforms) is drilled/installed in period t
zdk>{ ~ 1if drilling rig k is located on facility in period t
zfkit = 1if the km rig is located onwellplatform n first in period t
zlKt = 1 if the Hh rig is locatedon well platformn last in period t
Sk,t = 1 (a slack) when only the «th platformis used for drillingusing the km
rig in period t
ZTk,t = 1 if drilling rig k is moved after period t




p productivity index of well
Pmax maximum pressure drop from well bore to well head
GORmax maximum GOR (gas-to-oil ratio)
t& number ofperiods in an aggregated time period r
Ta number of aggregated time periods, t = 1 ... Ta
Mw maximum number ofwells drilled by a rig in a time period
A* length of time period t
£2U upper bound parameter (defined by the respective equation)
a pressure drop coefficient for oil flow rate
ft pressure drop coefficient for GOR
c\t discounted revenue price coefficient for oil sales
C2t discounted fixed cost coefficient for capital investment
c3, discounted variable cost coefficient for capital investment
cm discounted cost coefficient for moving rigs
(e) Superscripts
(w,n,p) variables associated with well we W, with well platform n and
production platform p
(n,p) variables associated with well platform n and production platformp
(p) variables associated with production platformp
(r) variables associated with reservoir r
(f) Other Notations
(.) formulation with fixed value of variable




The sum of flow of oil/gas from all wells w e fTwp («) associated with a well
platform neWP(p) is the total flow of oil/gas at the well platform.
£ *„,„,,,, =x«.P,t V" GWPW^ ^PP, ?e r (Al)
Similarly, flows from well platforms are added to determine the flow at the
production platforms.
X Xn,p,t=Xp,t V/>gPP (A2)
neWP(p)




(b) Pressure Balances at Well Platforms and Production Platforms
The pressure at the well platform mg WP (p) is the pressure at the wells we Wwp (n)
associatedwith well platformn minus the pressure drop in the corresponding pipe. In
reality, the flowrate of oil/gas is equals to square root of the pressure drop. Here,
pressure drop is expressed as a linear function of the oil and gas flow rate for
simplicity. Here, S is defined as the pressure drop across the pressure chokes on the
lines.
v„.^ - vWi, - a*Wi, - Pgw>, - 6Wi, Vw € WWP («), ne WP(/>), p e PP (A4)
The pressure at the production platform p e PP is the pressure at the well platform
neWP (p) associated with production platform p minus the pressure drop in the
corresponding pipe.
v, = vn,P ~axntP ~fe,„ ~KP > V" e WP(/0, PGPP <A5>
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forf=l ... T
(c) Flow Constraints in Wells
The oil/gas flow in period t is related to the maximum flow of oil (lw,n,p,t) anQl the
maximum gas flow (gw,n,PJ'
Xw,n,p,t ~^w,n,p,t """ £w,n,p,t KA^)
The maximum flow of oil is related to the PI of the well (p) and the allowable
pressure drop (Pmax):
^w,n,p,t —Pw,n,p,rmax V^'f
The maximum gas flow is limited by the maximum flow of oil {lw,n,p,t) andmaximum
allowable GOR (GORmax):
Sw,n^ *WiOR^ Vw e Ww (n), ne WP(/>), pe PP (A8)
for/=l ... T
(d) Cumulative FlowAmountfrom Wells up toa Certain Period, 0
The cumulative amount of oil from a well is calculated from the sum of the amount
of oil from all periods up to time period, 9. Thus,
*„,„,„e =E *W,A Vwe ffw(«),« e WJ>(p),pe PP (A9)
far 0=1, ...,T




when 0= 5: xwfi =JXifl,,,,Af
The cumulative oil amount from a reservoir is obtained by summing the cumulative
amounts from all wells associated with the reservoir. We define a new set as follows:
^R(f,r){(w,n,p)\weWWP(n)nWR(r),n€W?(p),peP?} VreR(f),feF






(e) Piecewise Linear Interpolation at Welland Reservoir Level
(A10)
The pressure and GOR in a reservoir is a nonlinear function of the cumulative oil










FIGURE A3.1: Reservoir performance characteristics
The actual relation is taken to be a function of the initial pressure, the oil's PVT
properties, and the initial oil volume. The pressure and GOR are then calculated
using piecewise linear interpolation.
The pressure in a reservoir r e R(f) is as shown below:
",,/,, =K^rj^yrjj,tAj,u^P,f,) Vr GR(f\ f eF, t =\,L ,T (All)
The oil and gas flow rates from individual wells in a reservoir are also calculated
using piecewise linear interpolation:
x?>*>p =hl(x^'p,yJf'p,XJf'p,x^'^) (A12)
The GOR in period / is as shown below:
rw,n,p,t ty\Xw,n,p,t>y\v,rtlplj,t'y*wsi,p,j,t>**§>,n,p,t)
(A13)
Vwe FFWP(«), n e WP(/>), p e PP, / = 1,L J
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It is vital to model the reservoir performance for us to capture the dynamic
conditions in the reservoir. The reservoir pressure and GOR is a function of the
cumulative amount of oil removed (see Figure A3.1). This performance curve is
nonlinear. In this work, it will be approximated using piecewise linear interpolation.
The choice of the linear approximation piece used for interpolation is made using
binary variables yrjjtt •
The value ofthe interpolated variable as a convex combination of fyjjj and ^pjj.u
are determined by:
Vr./., = I K,f.jMfJ.t (A14)
JeJ(r)
The constraint onthe interpolation variable ^rjjit is as shown below:
JeJ(r)
From the following equation, ^r>fjyl can be non-zero for only two consecutive j.
Thus, the corresponding j'th piece is used for linear interpolation as all
omQrXrj jt -0.
KfJ,t^yrJJ,t+yr,fJ-\,t (A16)
The following equation allows only one index j for which yrjjtt—1. Note thatthe
variables y may be treated as special ordered sets (SOS) variables over the set/
£*./,,,=i <A17>
j
(f) Logical Constraints for Installation and Flow from Facilities




2>w,( ^ Vwg WV(«),« e WP(/>),/> €PP (A18)
The well platforms may be installed only in one of the time periods.
£ zttipj <1 Vn 6WP(^), /> ePP (A19)
The production platforms may be installed only in one of the time periods.
2X,<1 V/>ePP (A20)
forf=l ... T
Note that the variables zt may be treated as special ordered sets (SOS) by introducing
a dummy period t& such that
i>,+^=l (A21)
t=\
By treating the investment binaries as SOS variables, one can potentially reduce the
number of nodes enumerated in a branch and bound tree.
The flow of oil and gas from a facility can be nonzero only after it is installed.
For the flow from a well w to a well platform n:
K,n,P,o *"" S z„,.,, Vw 6W™ (»). "GWP(p), /7 GPP (A22)
r=l
For the flow from a well platform n to a production platform;?:
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xn,P,e £"" £ *„,„,, Vn €WP(/?), /? e PP (A23)
(=1




Note that the upper bound Q" is defined accordingly based on the variables in the
equation. In eq 22, Q"is equal to the maximum well oil flow rate x^,, e. The well
platform associated with a well must be installed before drilling that well.
w4z.*< VweWWF(n),neWJ>(p),pePP (A25)
t=\
Similarly, production platforms must be installed before the associated well
platforms.




The design capacity of a facility is determined by the maximum flow for all periods t
- 1, ..., T. The maximum flow at well platform is:
*,,„,, * dn,P,t Vn e WPQO, P e PP (A27)
Similarly, for production platform:
xptt<dp, V/?ePP (A28)
To model the variable design cost using linear terms, a design expansion variable is
used, which is equal to the design capacity for the time period when the facility is
installed. The design variable for well platform is:
4,,/m - 4,,„,m +en,P,< V« e W?(p),pe PP (A29)
Similarly, for production platform:
d„= «/,,_! +eW V^ePP (A30>
The expansion variable for well platform is:
e„tPtt <nuztttpJ Vn <= WP(/?),/? e PP (A31)
Similarly, for production platform:
ep,<CtzpJ V/?€PP (A32)
Note that the expansion variable e may be nonzero only in one time period (from eqs
19 and 31 for well platforms, and from eqs 20 and 32 for production platforms),
which represents the period when the facility is installed.
(h) Number of Wells Drilled in Time Period t
The maximum number of wells that can be drilled in a time period (Mw) is
dependent on the length of the time period (t), the time taken by a drilling rig to drill
a well, and the number of available drilling rigs.
£ z^^h.iZ^ZT^^M^) V«e WP(/?),/?ePP (A33)
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The following equations are used to model the resource constraints associated with
drilling rigs. The main issues involved in the resource constraints are summarized
below. Wells are drilled from the associated well platforms using drilling rigs.
However, there are only a limited number of drilling rigs (usually less than the
number of well platforms) available in any time period for drilling a well. Besides
the availability of the rig, the physical location of the rig on the well platform also
determines which wells may be drilled in any time period. Thus, the scheduling of
the movement of rigs between well platforms is essential to ensure its availability.
The movement of drilling rigs across well platforms also leads to a fixed charge and
a loss of time in the availability of the rig.
This loss of time is accounted for in eq 32, where the number of wells drilled in a
time period is a function of the number of moves of the rigs across well platforms.
Ifany well associated with well platform n is drilled in period t, then £ kzd k>t
must be 1 in that time period, implying at least one drilling rig is located on that well
platform:
z„>w <^<,,t,, Vw€ Wm(«),ne WP(/>),pePP (A34)
ksD
If in any period, if drilling rig k is located first on well platform n, then = 1.
The sum of zf and zl must be less than 1 when the rig is located on more than one
well platform in the same time period. However, if all wells are drilled from the
same well platform in a time period, then both zf and zl will be 1. To model both
possibilities, a slack binary variable sPtkjis used.
The kth rig is located on the nth platform either first or last in that time period t
(when sPxt = 0). The location of the rigs on the well platforms is modeled by the
following equations:
20
3fn,PM +A,pm * 1+*P,k; V" G^wp (»)> ne WP(p), p e PP (A35)
The slack variable takes a non-zero value if all wells are drilled from a single nth
platform in that time period. Thus, sPxt takes a value of 1 (a slack) when only the «th
platform is used for drilling using the km rig in period t. If both zfand zl are 1, then
the slack is non-zero (=1):
( £ <,^-l)^nua-V.«) V^WPO^ePP (A36)
neWP(/>)
The binary variables zf and zl are non-zero only if a well is drilled from well
platform n. Thus, zfand zl are zero when the km drilling rig is not used to drill from
platform n:
zfn,p,k,t * zd,tpJcJ Vn e WP(/>), Pe PP (A37)
z/,,,^ <zdn^, V» 6 WPQ?),/? 6 PP (A38)
Any move of rig k from period / —/ to t is calculated from the value of zf and zlt.i.
The minimum number of moves required within a time period is then calculated
from the number of well platforms on which rig k is located in that period.
The movement of the Mi rig from platform n across time periods based on whether
the rig is located first in period / on n and last in period t - 1 is determined by:
zf»,PM " <,,*,m * ZTntpU V« e WP(/?), p e PP
(A39)
The movement of the rigs within a time period from the number of well platforms
used for drilling in that period is determined by:
21
dzd,,,P,*,, -0* ZrX, V"^PW,?e PP
(A40)
(i) Drilling Rig Scheduling Constraints
The number of times a drilling rig is moved depends on the allocation of drilling rigs
to well platforms for drilling wells.
ZpM =hOW') VwG ^wp(n),ne WP(/>),/? e PP (A41)
(j) Flow Profile Constraints
An additional operational constraint is that the flows should be a non-increasing
function of time in order to ensure a smooth flow profile.
*w *xw,(+1 -^1-X>W,,0 Vwe Wm{n\n e WPQ?),/? e PP (A42)
r=\
(k) Objective Function
max ¥ = £cu*totai,/ - X Z cPXtzp,t +cP,yeP!t
F42 43 i'4'e4p4 4 2 4 4 4 43
income from sales investment costs ofthe production platform
~ Zj 2~i 2-t Cn,p,2,tZn,p,t^'Cn,p>3,ten,p,t
f 4*E4p2fW44 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
investment costs of the well platform
/ • / • /1 / • w,n,p,2,t w,n,p,I
\l ^f^^C^ift^T^H 4 4 4 44
drilling costs ofwells
f \
^ '4 4 4W4 4 4 42 4*tfn«i 4 4 4
costs for moving the drilling rigs
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(A43)
In the equation above, the first sum corresponds to the income from sales, the second
and third terms are the investment costs of the production and well platforms,
respectively, the fourth term represents the drilling costs of wells, and the last term is
the sum of costs for moving the drilling rigs.
For our computation, we consider an oil field with 4 wells (Wl, W2, W3, W4), 1
well platform (Nl), and 1 production platforms (PI). We consider 6 time periods for
our computation (Tl to T6). The data for computation is referred to Iyer et al. (1998)
paper, and it is as shown in Table A3.1 below:
TABLE A3.1: Data for production planning computation




Wl 47.6 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
W2 83.8 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
W3 158.4 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD













CP,U PI 70 69 68 67 66 65
Cn,p,2j Nl 11 10 9 8 7 6
Cw,n„p,2,t
Wl 6.69 6.69 6.69 6.69 6.69 6.69
W2 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.34 6.34
W3 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.76








CpXt PI 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42






$ CA,t N/A 50 49 48 47 46 45
*TBD = to be determined (Using piecewise linear interpolation)
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A3.2 STOCHASTIC MODEL FORMULATION
PRODUCTION PLANNING
FOR OILFIELD
A3.2.1. Exogeneous uncertainty - price
Price is a type of exogeneous uncertainty since it is beyond our control and depends
on actual market developments and its associated economics. The price of oil will
not be affected by our operations.
A mixed integer programming model for optimal development of an oil field under
uncertain future oil prices was developed earlier (Jonsbraten, 1998). A finite set of
oil price scenarios with associated probabilities was given, and the scenario and
policy aggregation technique developed by Rockafellar and Wets was used to solve
the problem.
A near replica of earlier work will be attempted here, by taking into account the
exogenous uncertainty of price. A set of scenarios are generated, namely 1, 2, and 3.
These scenarios represent the price scenarios, each with their own probability values.
The prices of oil for each scenario with their probabilities are shown in Table A3.2
below:
TABLE A3.2: Oil price scenarios




The values for the oil prices are not in accordance to the current price (oil in year
2009 is around USD50 per barrel). This is because the values used in this work are
taken from Jonsbraten (1998).
The formulation for the objective function has to take into account the oil price for
different scenarios, with their own values of probability, by adding another subscript
to discounted revenue price coefficient for oil sales, c\t.
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A3.2.2, Endogeneous uncertainty - reserves
Reserves are considered to be a type of endogeneous uncertainty. This is due to the
fact that the accuracy of our predictions of reserves values can only be assessed after
we have begun our operations.
Optimal investment and operational planning of gas field developments under
uncertainty in gas reserves has been considered by Goel, 2004. A novel stochastic
programming model that incorporates the decision - dependence of the scenario tree
is presented. In the paper, they take into account the uncertainty of size and initial
deliverability in the fields of the gas fields. The problem has been formulated as a
multistage stochastic program.
The problem of optimal investment and operational planning for development of gas
fields under uncertainty in gas reserves have been attempted (Goel, 2006). This takes
the same type of uncertainty as the Goel, 2004 paper, which is size and initial
deliverabilities of the gas fields. A Lagrangean duality based branch and bound
algorithm to solve the stochastic programming model was presented.
The same approach will be taken in our consideration of endogeneous uncertainty of
reserves, which are the size and initial deliverabilities. The difference here is that we
are attempting on an oil well platform, whereas previous works were on gas fields.
(a) Model equations
The oil reserves of a field are characterized by the "size" and "deliverability" of the
field or well platform. The size of a well platform refers to the total amount of oil
that can be recovered from the wells connected to it, while the deliverability of a
well platform at any time is the maximum rate of oil production that can be obtained
from the wells connected to it. The deliverability of a well platform is highest (initial
deliverability) when no oil has been recovered from the wells connected to it, and
decreases with increase in cumulative production from the wells. When the
cumulative production from the wells equals the size of the well platform, the
deliverability reduces to zero and hence, no more oil can be produced. In this paper,
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we assume that the deliverability of a well decreases linearly with the increase in
cumulative production from the well platform. Thus, we assume a linear reservoir








FIGURE A3.2: Linear reservoir model for an oil well platform
Note that in reality, reservoir behavior is characterized by a complex system of
partial differential equations. In the planning process, this behavior is frequently
approximated by simplified algebraic models. For the sake of simplicity, we have
used a linear model to approximate the reservoir behavior.
We assume discrete probability distributions for the sizes and initial deliverabilities
of all wells/well platforms. Let Qsize,w,n,p,t,s and §iD,w.nj>,t,s represent the set of possible
realizations in the distributions for the size and initial deliverability, respectively, of
well w. the overall set of possibilities is represented by a set of "scenarios", where
each scenario is one possible combination of values for the sizes and initial
deliverabilities of all fields, and has a given probability. We assume that the set of
scenarios consists of every possible combination of realizations for the sizes and
initial deliverabilities of various wells. Figure A3.3 shows the nine possible reservoir
models for a well with three realizations each for its size and its initial deliverability.
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For a problem where decisions have to be made only for this field, each of the nine









FIGURE A3.3: Nine scenarios arising from uncertainty in size and initial
deliverability of well
















3 DO 600 900
Cumulative Production
FIGURE A3.4: Nine scenarios with their probability values
The scenarios, along with their values for size, initial deliverability, and probability,
is shown in Table A3.3 below:





1 300 Sn 'iii'j
2 600 50 0.12
3 900 50 0.09
4 300 100 0.12
5 600 100 0.16
6 900 100 0.12
7 300 150 0.09
8 600 150 0.12
9 900 150 0.09
To model the scenarios, a new equation is introduced that takes relates the
deliverability of oil from a well, i.e. the maximum oil flow from a well, XB,w,n,p,t,s>the
cumulative oil flow up to period t3xw ttS, the size of the well, Qsize,w,n,P,t,s >and the
initial deliverability of the well, 0ro,w,«,p,i^- This equation is derived from Figure
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A3.2, where deliverability represents oil flow from a well. The steps are as shown
below:
Slope ofthe line, m= mw
S\zz,w,n,P,t,s
Put it in the form y = mx +c:
_ vID,w,n,p,tj « ^,\
^T>,w,n,p,t,s ~~Tt Xw,n,p,t,s ~*~C {*•)
™Sizs,w,n,p,t,s
Taking the coordinate of xWtltiPttiS= 0, and xD>w t>s = initial deliverability =





Substituting values ofm and c into (1), and rearranging:
_ ]D,w,n,p,!,s *• p
XD,w,n,pJ,s ~ ~ 7 Xw,n,pJ,s ~^^U),w,n,pJ,s
Size, w,n,p,t,s
, U),w,n,p,t,s a nY -i • r v — f-t
•*D,w,n,p,t,s T Q Aw,n,p,r,s wID,w,«,/>,/,.(
Size, w,n,p,t,s
Dividing both LHS and RHS by Q\D,w,n,P,i,s-
X X
ft +0 l (A44)ulD,w,n,P,t,s v Size,w,n,p,t,s
Deliverability is the maximum oil flow from a well, so the oil flow from a well must
not be greater than the deliverability of the well at that time and scenario:
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Xw,n,p,t,s —XD,w,n,P,t,s (A4S)
The cumulative oil production from a well at most can be equal to the size of the
well:
Xw,n,p,t,s ~ ®size,w,n,p,t,s (A46)
The objective function, ¥, has to account for all the scenarios. It is to maximize the





Decisions for different scenarios are linked to each other by non-anticipativity
constraints. These constraints ensure that decisions at any time are based only on
information available at that time, and not on foresight. Scenarios s, s' are said to be
indistinguishable at some time t if 5, 5' are identical in realizations for all parameters
in which uncertainty has been resolved up till that time. The non-anticipativity rule
states that if two scenarios are indistinguishable at some time, then decisions at that
time should be the same in the two scenarios.
The decision variables involved in our model are zw,B.p,t,s> z„,p,t,s, zpXs, zd„,Pxt,s>
ZTWin:Pil:S, xWiltiPXs, en,p,x,s and en,p,t^- The non-anticipativity constraints are as shown
below:
zw.m = zw,n,P,t,s' Vwe ^wp(n),« e W?{p),p e VV,s<sl (A48)
Zn,P4* = z«,pjs V"GWP(/>)»/> g PP,s <s' (A49)
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*,.,,,= W VPgPP,5<5' (A50)
^„iPx,,s=^Ptktty VneWP(p)ipeJ>?,s<s' (A51)
ZTw<niPJ,s=ZTw^pAs, \/weWm,(n%neW?(p),pe??>s<S< (A52)
*»w,i,* = xw,n,P,ts Vw e ^wp (")>« e WP(/?), /? e PP,5 <5' (A53)
<W = e«./.,M- V" e WP(/0,/>e PP,5 < 5' (A54)
<W=W VPgPPA<^ (A55)
Note that non-anticipativity constraints are imposed only on the decision variables.
All other variables are "state variable" that can be eliminated from the model. Hence,
non-anticipativity is not imposed on those variables. Also, to avoid duplication of
non-anticipativity constraints for a pair of scenarios, constraints (A48) - (A55) are
applied for (s,s') only ifs <s'.
The domains for the variables are specified as below:
zw,n,P,t,s e {0,1} Vwe Ww?(n)sn e WP(/?),p ePP,s;
z„,M5 g {0,1} Vne WPO), P e PP,s;
zMsg {0,1} Vpe??,s;
zdn,p,k,s e {0,1} \fneW?(p),pe??,s;
ZTW,„,PXS €{0,1} Vwe Ww(n),n e WP(p),/? e PP,s;





Given two random variables X and Y, the joint distribution of X and Y defines the
probability of events defined in terms of both X and Y. The sum of all joint
probabilities must be equal to 1. If discrete random variables X and Y are
independent of each other, the joint distribution, i.e. the joint probability, is the
probability of event Y occurring at the same time event X occurs, are formulated as
below:
P{X ^xandY = y) = P(X = x).P(Y = y) (A55)
Since we have two separate uncertainties for our model, i.e., price and reserves, they
need to be linked to each other to generate practical scenarios. Joint probability
distribution will be used to link between the scenarios, since they are discrete
random variables independent of each other. The calculation for joint probability is
shown in Table A3.4 below:
TABLE A3.4: Joint probability distribution calculations for scenario generation
Price ($/barrel)





Deliverability Probability 0.4 0.3 0.3 1
300 50 0.09 0.036 0.027 0.027 0.09
600 50 0.12 0.048 0.036 0.036 0.12
900 50 0.09 0.036 0.027 0.027 0.09
300 100 0.12 0.048 0.036 0.036 0.12
600 100 0.16 0.064 0.048 0.048 0.16
900 100 0.12 0.048 0.036 0.036 0.12
300 150 0.09 0.036 0.027 0.027 0.09
600 150 0.12 0.048 0.036 0.036 0.12
900 150 0.09 0.036 0.027 0.027 0.09
Total Probability 0.4 0.3 0.3
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CHAPTER A4
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS ON
NUMERICAL RESULTS
A4.1 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The formulated logical constraints are coded on GAMS. Please refer to Appendix II
and IV for the GAMS input file code and Appendix III and V for the output file
containing the result generated by GAMS/CPLEX 10.
Numerical studies and computational experiments of the proposed model in this
paper is implemented on GAMS 22.3 for Windows XP platform. The model is
solved using the branch-and-cut algorithms available in GAMS/CPLEX 10 on the
computing facilities with attributes listed in Table A4.1 below:
TABLE A4.1: Attributes of computing facilities for computational experiments
Computer Type Laptop (Lenovo)
Processor Type Intel Centrino Duo
Processor Speed 1.73 GHz
RAM 512MB
The computational statistics including the CPU times on the mentioned machine are
as reported in Table A4.2 below:





















Deterministic 386 114 446 0.468 67
Stochastic 3619 1026 5125 0.500 245
The result of the deterministic model is shown in Table A4.3 below:
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w: 1 0 0 0 0 0
w.* 0 0 1 0 0 0
W4 0 1 0 0 0 0
The result of the stochastic model is shown in Table A4.4 below:
TABLE A4.4: Stochastic model results
1 ilile 11 1 ^ 1 *
Will Wl \\2 WJ W4 Wl \\z w.* W4 Wl W 2 W .1 W4
S| •






0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0















































• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A summary of the computational results obtained from the deterministic and
stochastic models are shown in Table A4.5 below:
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TABLE A4.5: Computational results for the deterministic and stochastic models




































5 Oil flow for wells XI
Million
barrel
5MMbls per well 5MMbls per well
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From the results obtained, it can be seen not only the costs alone are taken into
account to choose which well to be drilled. Other factors include the productivity
index of the well, the size, and the initial deliverability of the wells. In order to
maximize the profit, which is the objective function of the model, it will select the
facilities with lower cost, and also taking into account the productivity of oil from
the wells. As can be seen from the deterministic model, well 2 (Wl) is chosen to be
drilled at time period 1 (Tl). This can be attributed to the fact that it has higher
productivity index compared to Wl, and also a lower cost of drilling. Besides that, it
is chosen to be drilled at Tl because the profit for sales of oil at Tl is the highest.
Also, it can be seen that, the oil flows have non-zero values only for wells, well and
productions platforms that are chosen to be installed. This is in accordance to the fact
that, oil can only flow from wells, well or productions platforms that are either
drilled or installed, enforced by the constraints in Chapter A3.
An observation on the results of the stochastic model shows that the non-
anticipativity constraints are enforced, since all the scenarios are the same for the
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same time period T, as can be seen from Figure A4.2. This non-anticipativity
constraint is an important part of our model because it ensures that decisions at any
time are based only on information available at that time, and not on foresight. Our
results are in accordance to the non-anticipativity rule, which states that if two
scenarios are indistinguishable at some time, then decisions at that time should be
the same in the two scenarios, as the case with our results.
The objective function obtained from the stochastic model is 145.58 million dollars
profit, lower than the value obtained from the deterministic model (331.08 million
dollars). In this case, the stochastic model is a better representation of the problem.
This is because, it takes into account the various scenarios associated with
uncertainties in price, size and initial deliverability of the well. Each of the scenarios
has their own unique probability values. The representation of the problem is more
thorough since the objective function has to account for all the scenarios by taking





An optimization model on the infrastructures planning for an offshore oil field was
developed with the objective function of maximizing profit, subject to constraints of
mass balance, pressure balance, and flow constraints, among others. Two models
were proposed, namely the deterministic model and the stochastic model. The
deterministic model does not possess uncertain parameters, whereas the stochastic
model takes into account the uncertainties in price, size and initial deliverabilities.
Since this is a maximization problem, the model selected the facility that returns the
highest profit. Thus, the objective function has been achieved. The mathematical
model was developed using GAMS and an optimal solution was found with no
logical constraints conflicts or error. Although the stochastic model obtained an
objective value lower than the deterministic model, it is a more representative model
as it takes into account the uncertainties along with their associated probabilities.
The model can be used as a basic tool for upper-management to decide on refinery
technologies to be applied in a grass-root refinery.
A5.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that real data are taken for the data input into the model
formulation. This will enable a better representation of the model, and also make the
manner of comparison easier, because real data is being used. By comparing
between the values in reality and what is modeled will give us a clearer picture on










Bl.l BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Scheduling and planning of the flow of crude oil is an important issue in petroleum
refineries. This is due to the potential realization of large savings in cost and
improved feeds. Linear programming (LP) models have previously been used for
scheduling and planning problems because of their ease of modeling, and also since
they are relatively easy to solve. However, it is usually difficult to model refinery
operations, since they involve units operating in both batch and continuous modes
with multiple grades of crude oil and products. Furthermore, detailed scheduling
models usually require a continuous time representation that normally includes
nonlinear (MINLP) models. These models provide additional flexibility to the
problem by allowing the modeling of discrete decisions and constraints.
Two major approaches for modeling scheduling problems are discrete time
formulations and continuous time formulations. In discrete time models, it is
relatively easy to model the material balances and the flow constraints. However, the
number of time intervals required for an accurate representation of the system is
usually large. Continuous time models, on the other hand, are smaller in comparison,
and they allow for a complete utilization of the time domain, although it is difficult
to synchronize the material balances and time sequencing constraints in such a
representation. Furthermore, it is often not trivial to determine a priori the number of
time points or events that are needed.
In this work, the continuous time formulation method is adopted for short-term
scheduling of crude oil at the front-end of a refinery and to solve the corresponding
MINLP to global optimality. This scheduling problem involves crude oil unloading
from a crude supply source to the crude storage tanks, transfer of crude oil from
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these tanks to the charging tanks, and charging the crude distillation units (CDUs)
continuously over a time horizonwith crude-mixes fromthe charging tank.
B1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The front-end of a refinery is a network consisting of crude oil supply streams,
storage tanks, charging tanks, and crude distillation units (CDUs), which structure is
shown in Figure Bl.l the crude supply streams are connected to the storage tanks,
which are connected to the charging tanks, which in turn, are connected to the
CDUs. The crude supply streams, which are vessels that carry crude, deliver crude
oil to the storage tanks (intermediate tanks), which transfer the crude to the charging
tanks. Different qualities of crude get blended into various crude mixtures inside the









FIGURE Bl.l: Superstructure representation of the crude oil scheduling operations
at refinery front-end
Bl.2.1 Model Information
The major assumptions in the model are as follows:The following information is
given:
• the maximum and minimum inventory levels for a tank (capacity
limitations);
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• the initial total and component inventories in a tank;
• upper and lower bounds on the fraction of key components in the crude
inside a tank (crude quality limitations);
• times of arrival of crude oil in the crude supply streams;
• amount of crude arriving in the crude supply streams;
• fractions of various components in the crude supply streams;
• demand of crude-mix to be charged from a charging tank;
• bounds on the flowrates of the streams in the network;
• time horizon for scheduling;
• cost coefficients for calculating the various costs involved;
Bl.2.2 Model Constraints
Given the following operating constraints in the network:
• simultaneous inputs into and outputs from a tank cannot be allowed. This is
done to allow settling of the crude-mix in a tank;
• each distillation unit may be charged by at most one charging tank over a
period of time. This is another operational norm followed in many refineries;
• each charging tank may charge at most one distillation unit at a point of time;
• each charging tank has to discharge a specified amount of crude-mix to the
various distillation units within the given time horizon;
• all the distillation units have to be operated continuously throughout the
entire time horizon;
Bl.2.3 Model Assumptions
We model the optimization of the network as a nonconvex MINLP problem. Certain
assumptions are made prior to modeling the system:
• perfect mixing takes place in each tank;
• negligible change in specific gravities on mixing;
• the crude flows into and from a tank need not be continuous;
• changeover times for CDU charging are neglected;
• continuous time model;
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B1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The questions that we are interested to answer in this research project relates to the
optimum values of the following items in the system in order to minimize the total
operating cost of the network:
• the total inventory levels and the component inventory levels in the tanks at
various instances of time;
• the total flow volume and the component flow volume from one unit to
another in a certain time interval;






Karuppiah, et al (2008) presented an outer-approximation algorithm to obtain the
global optimum of a nonconvex mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP)
model that is used to represent the scheduling oftErude oil movement at the front-end
of a petroleum refinery. The model relies on a continuous time representation
making use of transfer events. They proposed an algorithm which focuses on
effectively solving a mixedOinteger linear programming (MILP) relaxation of the
nonconvex MINLP to obtain a rigorous lower bound (LB) on the global optimum.
Cutting planes derived by spatially decomposing the network are added to the MILP
relaxation of the original nonconvex MINLP in order to reduce the solution time for
the MILP relaxation. The solution of this relaxation is used as a heuristic to obtain a
feasible solution to the MINLP which serves as an upper bound (UB). The lower and
upper bounds are made to converge to within a specified tolerance in the proposed
outer-approximation algorithm. As result of applying the proposed technique to test
examples, significant savings are realized in the computational effort required to
obtain provably global optimal solutions.
The paper by Lee et al (1996) addressed the problem of inventory management of a
refinery that imports several types of crude oil which are delivered by different
vessels. This problem involves optimal operation of crude oil unloading, is transfer
from storage tanks to charging tanks, and the charging schedule for each crude oil
distillation unit. A mixed-integer optimization model is developed which relies on
time discretization. The problem involves bilinear equations due to mixing
operations. The LP-based branch and bound method is applied to solve the model,
and several techniques, such as priority branching and bounding, and special ordered
sets are implemented to reduce the computation time.
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Reddy et al (2004) presented a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)-based
solution approach for optimizing crude oil unloading, storage, and processing
operations in a multi-CDU refinery receiving crude from multiparcel Very Large
Crude Carriers (VLCCs) Through a high-volume, single-bouy mooring (SBM)
pipeline and/or single-parcel tankers through multiple jetties. Their primarily
discrete-time model allows multiple sequential crude transfers to occur within a time
slot. As a result, an interesting approach to this problem is presented.
Rocha et al (2008) described how mathematical programming is being used to solve
the Petroleum Allocation problem and they show the effectiveness of a Local
Branching method to solve real industrial problems. They proposed a MILP
formulation of the problem that relies on a time/space discretization network. An
algorithm was implemented based on a heuristic to find a feasible solution and on a
local search procedure by optimization to improve it. As a result, solutions are found
for most of the case studies within 10% of optimality in less than 5 hours.
A generalized model is proposed by Furman et al (2007) for the continuous time
scheduling problem of fluid transfer in tanks. Their model generally and more
robustly handles the synchronization of time events with material balances. A novel
method for representing the flow to and from a tank is developed with the potential
for significant reduction in the number of necessary time events required for
continuous time scheduling formulations. An efficient MINLP formulation is
developed based on continuous representation of time domain under the assumption
of no simultaneous input and output flow to a tank for fluid streams comprised of
multiple components.
Karuppiah and Grossmann (2007) presented a global optimization algorithm for
solving a class of large-scale nonconvex optimization models that have a
decomposable structure. Such models are very expensive to solve to global
optimality. They are frequently encountered in two-stage stochastic programming
problems, engineering design, and also in planning and scheduling. They proposed a
specialized deterministic branch-and-cut algorithm to solve these models to global
optimality, wherein bounds on the global optimum are obtained by solving convex
relaxations of these models with certain cuts added to them in order to tighten the
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relaxations. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method compared to available commercial global optimization solvers that
are based on branch and bound methods.
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CHAPTER B3
MODEL FORMULATION AND SOLUTION STRATEGY
B3.1 FORMULATION
The mathematical model for the scheduling problem has largely been taken from
Furman et al (2007). This is a continuous time model for scheduling for which a
number of transfer events are postulated for the transfer of material between the units
in the network over a given time horizon.
B3.1.1 Nomenclature
(a) Indices
A tank input source
B crude tank




M source unit of split pipeline
K destination unit of split pipeline
U crude supply stream
Y storage tank
L transfer event
PP set of production platforms
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PP = set ofproduction platformsnallocated ton
(b) Sets
A tank input sources
A^ inputs to tank b
As inputs to storage tank y
B tanks
5qi tanks belonging to sub-structure Ql
5q2 tanks belonging to sub-structure Q2
C tank output destinations
Cb outputs from tank b
Cy outputs from storage tank>>
Cg outputs from charging tank g
D distillation units
A51 distillation units present in sub-structure Ql
Dq2 distillation units present in sub-structure Q2
D% distillation units that can be charged by chargingtank g
G(B) charging tanks
Gd charging tanks that charge distillation unit d
/ components
M source units of the split pipelines
Km destination units of split pipelines with source m
U crude supply streams
cVqi crude supply streams present in sub-structure Ql
Uq2 crude supply streams present in sub-structure Q2
Y(B) storage tanks




Cinvb inventory maintenance cost for tank b
Csea waiting cost for crude supply streams
Cset changeover cost for charged oil switch
Cunload unloading cost for crude supply streams
DMg demandof crude-mix to be charged from charging tank g
*i,b lower bound on fraction ofcomponent i inside tank b
fv
•> ub upper bound on fraction of component / inside tank b
/•supply
Jij* fraction of component 1m crude supply stream u
FL
ra,b lower bound on flowrate from a to b
ra,b upper bound on flowrate from a to b
H time horizon for scheduling
rinit-tot
1b initial total inventory of tank b
rinit
1t,b initial inventory of component i in tank b
rL
Ab lower bound on total inventory in a tank b
ru
Jb upper bound on total inventory in a tank b
ND number of distillation units in the network
NDqi number of distillation units in sub-structure Q1
NDq2 number of distillation units in sub-structure Q2
NE number of transfer events
^-arrival
lu arrival time of crude in crude supply stream u
K total volume ofcrude oil arriving in crude supply stream u
va,b lower bound on flow volume from a to b
vb,c lower bound on flow volume from b to c
va,b upper bound on flow volume from a to b











Aot,w total inventory oftank bat the end oftransfer event /
*i,b,t inventory of component / in tank b at the end of transferevent /
T1stait,a,6,/ starting time of a transfer from a to b in transfer event /
TJstartA<y starting time of a transfer from b to c in transfer event /
T1endA,b,i ending time of a transfer from a to b in transfer event /
TJend,&,<v ending time of a transfer from b to c in transfer event /
TJend> overall endingtime of crude transfer from crude supplystreamu
T ...1starts initial startingtime of crude transfer from crude supplystreamu
*tot,aA/ total flow from a to b in transfer event /
*totAc,/ total flow from b to c in transfer event /
vm,i,a,b,i flow ofcomponent /' from a to b intransfer event /
^tot,i,b,c,i flow ofcomponent i from b to c intransfer event /
(e) Binary variables
wa,b,i = I if there is a flow from a to b in transfer event /





The majority of the constraints in the model pertain to the crude tanks in the
network.
The representation of a crude tank b e B with crude input source a and a crude










FIGURE B3.1: Crude tank representation
(i) Big-M logical constraints for flow transfers:
W« * V>oAi VaeAb,VbeB,VleL





These constraints force the total flow in a stream V\Qx,a,b,t from a source tank a to any
destination b in a particulartransferevent / to zero if the binary variable, wa,b,h which
enforces the existence of flow in that stream in transfer event /, takes a value of zero.
Note that the first subscript in the total flow variable denotes the source from where
the flow is taking place, while the second subscript denotes the destination to where
the flow is going. The third and final subscript denotes the transfer event when the
particular flow occurs.
The binary variable, waibit, represents the existence of flow between source a and
tank b in transfer event /. The same is true for binary variable, WbiCfb which takes on a
value of 1 or 0, respectively, depending on whether or not there is flow between tank
b and a destination unit c in transfer event /.
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(ii) Duration constraints
Duration constraints for flows: (i) between source and tank and (ii) between tank and
destination
*S(W,, - Ww)+F^H (l - waA1) >Vtot>aAI VaeAt.VbeB.VleL (B3.i)
*£(W; "W.W)+^ f1" *V,<)* V^Ad Vc eQ, \fb £5, V/ eL (B3.il)
For a flow between source a and tank b, the timing variables rstart,a,W and Texid,a,b,i
correspond to the start and end times of flow in a stream from a to b in transfer event
/.
The timing variables Tstan,b,c,t and Ten^b,c,i are similarly defined for a flow between
tank b and a destination c in transfer event /. H is the overall time horizon of
operation. These constraints are relaxed, i.e., they are redundant when wa,b,i = 0.
Thus, the timing variables can take on any value if there is no flow in a certain
transfer event.
The above is expressed through big-M logical constraints, which state that if there is
a flow in a stream in the network in transfer event /, then the product of the upper
bound on the flowrate of the crude stream with the duration of flow in the transfer
event gives an upper bound on the total flow volume in that transfer event.
wajb, = 0 :
Fa,b {T2,a,bj ~~ T\.aj>j )+FafiH ^vioi,a,b,' =* tne constraint is relaxed
Fa,b y2,a,b,l ~ \a,b,t) - ^tot,a,6,/
W«,b,, = 1:
Similarly, as given in equations (B4.i) and (B4.ii), if there is a flow in transfer event
/ into or from a tank, the lower bound on the volume of a flow is obtained by
multiplying the fluid flowrate lower bound with the duration of flow:
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^(U^-V^)-^!1-^/)^^,^ Vae^Vyer.V/ei (B4.i)
$AT^J-TwJ)-F™H^-wy*MV«*Jrt VaeCy, VyeY, V/ei (B4.ii)
^c(Wtf"W^)* W' VceCg, VgeG, V/eL (B4.iii)
We should note that for the charging tanks, the start and end times have to coincide
if there is no flow in a particular time event (B4.iii). This enforces the continuity of
operation of the CDUs under the condition that only one charging tank can charge a
CDU in a certain transfer event.
(in) Simple sequencing constraints
A flow into or from a tank b in transfer event / has to take place before the same flow
in event (/ + 1). Equations (B5) - (BIO) correspond to this necessary condition.
For flows between source and tank and between tank and destination:
Wa,(m) *rmdiflA/-tf (l-wflA/) Vae4, V6eB, V/ei, I<\l\ (B5)
W,(<+i) *Wv Va e^, V6 e5, V/ ei, /<|i| (B6)
W,(/+i) *W,' Va gA, V6 eS, V/ eI, /<|i| (B7)
For flows into or from a tank:
Wh *rend,v,/-^(1-w4>c,/) Vc gC„ V6 gB, V/ei, /<|i| (B8)
Ufi) *Wc, VceCitVbeB,VleL,l< \l\ (B9)
W(w) *W; VceCb,VbeB,VleL,I< |i| (BIO)
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If no flow exists between a and b in transfer event / (that is, waj,j = 0), then the big-
M inequality (B5) is relaxed. This is because the constraint simply becomes
redundant (as TstaTtta,b,(i+i) is definitely greater than Tend,a,bj and so subtracting with H
would make the RHS value even smaller compared to the LHS)
7itwt,a,6,(/+l) - Tm\,a,b,l ~H\}-~Wa,bj)
Wa,bJ = ° :
'start,a,b,(l+\) ~ *end,aj>,l ~ "
Similarly, if there is no flow between b and c in transfer event / (that is, Wb,c,i = 0),
then the big-M inequality (B8) is relaxed. Essentially, it means that if there is no
flow in a stream in a transfer event /, then the values taken by the variables
pertaining to the start and end times of flow in transfer event / are meaningless and
do not affect the flow times in the next transfer event when there is flow.
(iv) Input and output restraints for the entire horizon
A set of constraints has to enforce the condition that any inputs or outputs of the
current transfer event t must occur after the inputs and outputs of the preceding
transfer event. The inclusion of these time constraints, which are expressed as big-M
constraints, enforces the material balances to be calculated properly across all tanks
in the same transfer event.
T^aA{M)^T^,b,i-H{\-wa,Ai) \/a,a'eAb,a*a',VbeB,VleL,l<\L\ (Bll.i)
W,N "W; -"0-«w) Vfl e4,Vc eCb>V2>eB,\/lg L,l <\l\ (Bll.ii)
W,(m) *W,/ -H0-w«.v) V« e4,, Vc eCb,Vb gB, V/ gL,l <\l\ (Bll.iii)
VM^-^AcV-^f1-^',/) Vcc'eC^c^c'ybGB^leLJ^L] (Bll.iv)
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Also, since all inputs into a tank b are required to finish before any output starts from
that tank b in any transfer event, we need the following constraint:
T^M-^-VaM^T^sj+H^-w^j) Vae4,VceCb,VbeB,VIeL (B12)
What do we want to enforce here through this constraint?
When Wb,c,i - 1 (i.e., output from tank b starts),
must have wa,b,i ~ 0
We do not want the condition:
Tend,aA! -^(l- WabJ )<T^j,^ +H(l - Wb>fij ) Vflf 6Ab ,Vc SQ,VZ> E5, V/ €I
wfli4j/ =l(=^> must have wA_c>; =0)
Twd,a,b,l ~TstMiAcJ +# (l ~Wj,c,/)
If Wfr>C|/ = 1also, which it is not supposed to be, thenobtain constraint:
T <T
-*end,aA' — start,&,£,/
this is redundant: Tmd bl <TstmtM +H, which means thatwhen wb { = 1, we do not
need the condition wbc! =0 because it naturally holds
Wi -#(1-"W) ^TsaaM +H(l-wbCil) Va eAb,Vc eQ.V6 e5,V/ £I
w fc, = 1=> wb i = 0 and the following constraint is enforced:
Tend,a,b,l ~ ^sbattb,c,l + "
wabl =0=>wbcl -1 and the following constraint is enforced:
^snd,a,bj ~H - ^startAc,/
This helps in upholding material balances in the transfer event / and prevents the
situation in which output could occur before any input into a tank.
(v) Mass Balances
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For each tank 6eS in the network, we have an overall inventory balance (B13 and
B14), individual inventory balances (B15) for each component iel and the total
flow balances (B17 and B18).
The inventory balances imply that the inventory in tank b at the end of a transfer
event / is equal to the inventory at the end of transfer event (/ - 1) plus the volume
flow into the tank from any input source a in transfer event /, minus the flow to any
output destination c in the transfer event /. The variables Jtot 6; and I;bl correspond
to the total inventory and the individual component inventory in a tank b at the end
of transfer event 1, respectively.
/tot,fi,(/-i) +X Ftot,u,w =AotA/ +X V^,ct VbeB,\/leL (B13)
AotAo-C"01 V6eS (B14)
Wi) +£ V**M =fiAi +£ V'M V/'G 7'Vb e5'V/ GL (B15)
The volume flow balances imply that the total flow into or out from a tankequals the
sum of the individual component flows. Vlot,a,b,i stands for the total volume flow from
any source a to tank b in transfer event /, while Vtot,b,c,i represents the flow from tank
b to a destination c to whichthis tank is connected. Viia^,i and Vi,b.c,i are the respective
component flows.
//Ao=/a VieI,VbeB (B16)
K^aAi =5X-V VaeAh,VbeB,VUL (B17)
iel




On assuming perfect mixing in a tank, the fraction of a component / in the output
flow from a tank should be equal to the fraction of that component present inside the
tank. In the same time event, any input flows must occur before any output flows.
The final inventory of the tank from the previous time event is used, rather than the
final inventory of the tank for a particular time event, to avoid the numerical
irregularitires that can result when the tank is completely emptied. This constraint is






Because both the input and output of material may occur in the same time event,
simple bounds on the total tank inventory variable Im,b,i are not sufficient. The
following constraint must hold in order to ensure that the total inventory in any
transfer event does not exceed the upper bound of the inventory since both inputs
and outputs can occur in the same transfer event.
The sum
Wi)+ Z *Wv - $ VbeB,VleL (B20)
aeAb
Aot,6,(/-0 + Z-f t°t,<?,6,/ is the total inventory in a tank b in tiansfer event /
before any output flow starts to occur from the tank in the same transfer event.
(via) Bounds on componentfractions inside a tank
The fraction of a component in the crude inside any tank should lie between given
bounds. This is enforced by the following constraints:
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./JW **w * //SW/ V/'e ^ e 5,V/ e I (B21)
/AW/ **W,/ * /i^totAc,/ V' e /, V6 g5, Vc e Ch,Vl e I (B22)
(orj Crude-mix demand constraints
Each charging tank g g G must charge a specified amount of crude-mix over the
entire scheduling horizon. This volume of crude mix is distributed to the different
CDUs in the network.
IIW^DM. v*eG (B23)
deDg I
(x) Bound strengthening cuts
The following constraints are added to the model in an attempt to tighten the
relaxation of the MINLP model so as to accelerate the convergence to compute the
optimal solution. These are derived using a reformulation and linearization technique
given in Sherali and Alameddine (1992). In this we take Eq. (B19) and expend it to
get the following equation:
La(1-i)V<Ac,I +X V**.°MVi.b,cJ =Ii,bS!-\)Vt*,b,cj +X *WW' V6 eB'Vc eCb>W G7>V/ GL
asAf, asAb
XWo^.,,/ =^ mmiW vb GB>Vc eQ»v/ €^
is/
XK«^/^^ =K«*wW/ Vfl eA> V6 g5,Vc €C6> W€I
re/
X Wo'W.c,/ =W-0W/> V6 e5,Vc eQ,WgL
ie/
X^A/^tAC =C,a,WW/ Va eA, V6 g5,Vc eQ,V/ eI
(B24)
(ft) Distillation Unit Constraints
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Each distillation unit d g D is modeled with the following set of constraints:
(i) Allocation constraints
The condition that each distillation unit can be charged by at most one charging tank
in a transfer event is enforced by the following equation:
X^U-1 VdeD,VleL (B25)
The condition that at most one CDU can be charged by a single charging tank in a
transfer event is enforced by equation (26):
%wgtdj<l VgeG,VleL (B26)
(ii) Continuous operation constraints
Each crude distillation unit must be operated continuously and the total time of
operation of each CDU must be equal to the time horizon H. To ensure that the crude
distillation unit (CDU) has a continuous feed within certain specifications and
meeting demand:
X X [T«A,g,dj ~W,»] VdeD (B27)
This equation ensures that a CDU has a crude oil flow into it for the entire duration
of the time horizon without a gap in time.
Because of the continuity required in the duration of operation, and the requirement
that only one charging tank can charge a CDU over a period of time, for a CDU
which is chargedin transferevent /, the next charge (in transferevent (/+!)) will start
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at the ending time of the current transfer event /. This is enforced by equations (28)
and (29).
Tsun,g,d,{M) *Tw&,g\dA-HQ~Wg\dj) Vg,g' eGdt g * g\Vd e D,VI e L, I<\l\
(B28)
Ts*Tt,g,d,(M) <T™i,g\dj +# (1" wg\dj) V#,g' 6Gd, g ±g', W e D, V/ e L, I<\L\
(B29)
(c) CrudeSupply Stream Constraints
The crude supply streams have to follow certain mass balance and timing
constraints:
(i) Timing constraints
All the flows from a crude supply stream u to storage tanky in any transfer event
must startaftera particular time (Tstart,w) andend before a certain time (Tend]W):
W< * W>-,/ +#(1 - ™«,yj) VueU,VyeYu,VleL (B30a)
^d,« * T^,u,yj - H{\ - wUtyJ) Vu € U, Vy g Yu, VI e I (B30b)
It is to be noted that the flow from a crude supplystreamcan be split such that one or
more storagetanks are simultaneously fed by a single crude supplystream. Also, two
or more supply streams can feed the same storage tank at the same time.
(ii) Overall mass balances
The total amount ofcrude oil arriving in a crude supply stream u (given by J/suppJy),
must be completely transferred to the storage tanks over the set of all transfer events
in the horizon.
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£ X Vm„,, =CPP*y V« eU (B31)
(Hi) Component balances
The component flow from a crude supply stream u to a tank v (storage tank) in a
transfer event / is equal to the product of the total flow from that crude supply stream
to the tank and the fraction of the component in the crude supply stream, which is
known.
Viwt =fi7p]yv^,y,! Vi g/, Vy g Yu, Vu gU, VI gL (B32)
(d) Variable Bounds
All the continuous variables must lie between specified bounds and the discrete
variables can be either 0 or 1.
0<Iubtl <4U Vi eI,VbeB,VleL
tf^W^tf V6g5,V/gI
0* ^>A/ * C V' z!,VaeAb,VbeB,VleL
0<K/j6iCj/ <Vhl Vi g/, Vc g Q,, V6 g B, VI gL












min z=Csea£ (tMiU -T^)+ Cunload£ (7^ -T^)
1 44^42 444 43 14 4 4"§W 244441
waiting cost for a crude supplystream unloading cost of crude for a crude supply stream
X Cinv, x £ £ /totA/ + X X X 'W'#x + SZvw +X>,runt-tot[6
2>€j3 \beB I J \^b€B I asAb j ybeB Ie\l\ j \beB J
14444444444444444 i?V"<J'4 4444444444444443






14 Vt%s%d2lA 4 44 44'
setup cost of charging the CDUs with different crude-mixes
" X HCP,2,tZP!t^Cp,3,tep,t
V 4 2 43 1' 4^442 4 4 4 43
income from sales investment costs ofthe production platform
2-i 2~i 2-i Cn,p,2,tZn,p,t^~Cn,p,3,ten,p,t
1'4*^^(4)442 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
investment costs of the well platform
/ • / / / t / j w,n,p,2,t w,n,p,t
ll f^ff^(4) "4^4^)4 44441
drilling costs of wells
X C4,, X X ZP-U +X C4,r X X X Zr»,M,/
\ '4 4 n^4 4 4 4 2 4*f f WW 4 4 4-
costs for moving the drilling rigs
(B434)
In the equation above, the first sum is a waiting cost for a crude supply stream while
the second term represents the unloading cost of crude for a crude supply stream.
The total inventory maintenance cost of all the tanks in the system is given by the
third term. This term represents the cost due to an approximate average inventory
level in each of the tanks in a transfer event, that is computed by considering the
inventory levels at the boundaries of the transfer event, and at the middle point
between the end of inputs into a particular tank and start of outputs from that tank in
the transfer event. That final term corresponds to the setup cost of charging the 'ND'
CDUs with different crude-mixes.
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Equations (Bl) - (B23) and (B25) - (B34) comprise the MINLP model (P) which is
to be optimized. The equation that involves bilinearities and is responsible for the
nonconvexity of the model if equation (B19).
B3.2 SOLUTION STRATEGY
Large-scale MINLPs such as problem (P) require specialized solution algorithms.
Here, a specialized outer-approximation algorithm is proposed for solving the
nonconvex model (P) to global optimality within a specified tolerance. In the
proposed technique, lower and upper bounds are generated on the global optimum of
(P) over a search region, which are then converged in the proposed algorithm.
B3.2.1 PREPROCESSING
The bounds of the variables in the model are determined by physical inspection of
the network structure and using the numerical data given for the tanks, crude supply
streams and the distillation units. Also, in this step, the original nonconvex MINLP
may be locally optimized to obtain an initial overall upper bound (OUB) for the
objective function.
B3.2.2 LOWER BOUNDING PROBLEM
The cross-product constraint described in Eq. (B19) is used to properly calculate
component fractions and has nonconvex nonlinearity in the form of bilinear terms. A
tight convex relaxation for Eq. (B19) may be stated as a set of linear constraints
known as McCormick estimators. This set of constraints could be added to a
formulation to generally tighten it. They are also useful as a replacement for Eq. (19)
to relax the problem and reduce it from the exact nonconvex MINLP to a convex
MILP relaxation. New artificial variables would be needed to replace the bilinear
terms in Eq. (B19).
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The expanded form of Eq. (B19) is shown here:
Aot,6,(M) + 2-1 tot,ff,6,/
'l 4 4 4 4 f ^4 4 4 4y4 4 4 4









These new variables are defined as follows:
F«Sc/ =W-n*W,/ V*e5,VceQ,Vi e/.V/ei
rFT
^,C,/ =Wo^Ww v* e 5,Vc e Cb,Vi e/,V/ei
rK/Cv,/ -Kot,aAiViAci VaeAb,VbeB,VceQ,Vi e/.V/el
rPTCv,/ = Vi,«AtVmM Va e A, V6 €5,Vc e Cfc, Vi e/,WeI
Replacing the bilinear terms in constraint (B19) with the new variables, constraint
(B19) can be converted to constraint(B35):
liLi +X KLci =III,, +X C/ V*' eI,VleL,VceCb,VbeB (B35)
As shown by McCormick, considering a bilinear term z = xy, with the upper and
lower bounds on x and y,
xL<x^xu
y ^v<v
the valid overestimator and underestimator for z takethe following form
zzxy + xy -x y
z>xVxyu-xuyu
<* U , L U L
zSx y + xy -x y
s L , U L U
z£x y + xy -x y
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Similarly, the convex envelope constraints for bilinear terms
Iifb,c,i>h,b,c,i>Vi,a,b,c,i>dIi&Vi,a,b,c,i can be written as in constraints (36) - (39) as
follows:
C/ *ft,c,/ +KcImMi-D ~ft Vi, Vc gC„ VI eLt Vb gB
iJLi *ft*/ +n%tA(M) "W V'> VceCb,VleL,VbeB
C/ *ft,,,/ +fc,(M) "ft Vi, Vc gC6, V/ gL, V6 g£ (B36)
tficj *> ft,* +<c4,tA(/-i) "ft Vi, VceCb,VleL,VbeB
/£Ci/ *ftAc,/ +*£//A(M) "ft Vi, VceCbfVleLtVbeB
iJLi >ft,v,/ +C^,(/-l) "ft Vi, Vc €C„ V/ gI, V2> g5
4L *ftv,/ +C7a,(M) -ft Vi, VceCb,VleL,VbeB
I[L ZtbV^j+VtjiMi-V-tb7** Vi, VceQ, VleL, VbeB
KaM * Vaj>VtM +ytv^M - C^c Vi, Va g4,, Vc gCb, V/ g£, Vfc g5
Cv,/ *^ftc/ +n>tot,fl,w "Cv Vi, Va g^, Vc gCb, VI e L, VZ> g5
Cw *^,v,/ +*iX.,,,w "^ft Vi, Va g^, Vc 6C6, VI gZ, V6 gB(B38)
C,,/ *^ft,,,/ +KcKuaAi "Ot Vi, Va gAb, Vc gQ, VI e L, Vb gB
VZm *^*W,i +^ft.v - ^ft Vi, Va gAb, Vc gCb, VI gi, Vb eB
y%M *CK^d +C^A/ "0£ Vi, Va g^, Vc gCbi VI gL, V* gB
VZM ±K^acj +VbJuoAi -*i*£ Vi, Va eAb, Vc gCb, VI eL, Vb gJJ (B39)
Cv,/ * ^U**W,/ +^ft,v - ^ft Vi, Va €Ah, Vc gQ, VI e L, Vb e 5
A rigorous lower bound on the global optimum of problem (P) can be obtained by
solving an MILP relaxation of the original nonconvex MINLP model (P). This
relaxation can be constructed by replacing the nonlinear Eq. (B19) with Eq. (B35)




The relaxed MILP problem (R) consists of Eqs. (Bl) - (B18), (B20) - (B23) and
(B25) - (B39). The MILP relaxation (R) is often very large in size and therefore
needs significant computational effort to solve. To reduce the computational effort in
solving this problem, cutting planes are added to model (R) which are derived using
a technique similar to that given in Karuppiah and Grossmann (2007).
The description of the derivation of these cutting planes is as follows. The network is
split into separate decoupled structures, as shown in Figure B3.2, following the
concept of spatial decomposition. Here the network is split into two decoupled sub
structures, although more sub-structures are possible. The sub-structure to the left of
the dotted line in Figure 3.B is called Ql, while the sub-structure on the right is
termed Q2. Physically, such a split can be interpreted as cutting the pipelines









FIGURE B3.2: Spatial decomposition of network structure
The variables pertaining to the flow existence (binary variables wUibii and Wb,c,i), total
flow, component flows, and start and end times of flow are duplicated for all the
connections in the networkthat have been split. The results are two sets of duplicate
variables {vL^j^Uu{W)>tU»,*j*tU«m>w*m}VmeM> v*e K„„ VI and
vm,mxi'Vi%xi(^0'T^«xhT^,mxt'wku}^meM> ^keKm' V/, one set for each
decomposed problem, and replace the variables
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VM,*,,k,i>Vi.m.kj(v0,TsMtmtkJ,TtnAmkJ,wmX,}VmeM,VkeKm, VI with these newly
created variables in model (P). The subscriptm stands for the source of the pipeline
that has been split, while the subscript k stands for the destination of a pipe that has
been split. The variables
{^^ '^^ ^(vO'^ tart^^/^end^^^MJV^^ '^VAG^^/ are said to be the
linking variables since they link the different sub-structures. The remaining variables
in model (P) are called non-linking variables since they are separate for both sub
structures Ql and Q2. Due to the introduction of the duplicate variables, the
equations involving the split pipelines get duplicated and are written in terms of the
variables {v^mXl,vlmA!iyi)jLt,m^TUm^wm,k,i\^m^M,VkeKm, VI (equations
corresponding to Ql) and
{v^m^i^K,nxdyi)>T^.mxi'TU«xi^kj}^m eM> vk gKm, VI (equations
corresponding to Q2). Further, since these newly formed variables are duplicates of
the variablespresent in the originalmodel, they are relatedby the following equality
constraints which are added to model (P):
rLsnjcj - *£,«,*,/ =° Vm e M, VA gKm, VI (B40)
VtmXi ~V^kJ =0 Vie I, Vm eM,VkeKm> VI (B41)
r,U»,*,/ " TUmXi =0 Vm gM, Vk gK„, VI (B42)
TU«M ~TUm,u =0 VmeM,VkeKm,Vl (B43)
wlxi ~wl,k,i =° VmeM,VkeKm,Vl (B44)
Equations (40) - (44) are then dualized, that is, they are multiplied by the fixed
values of Lagrange
multipliers A^,/, tf%xl (Vi), XT^,, XT*fjXm,kj Vm ^M,Vke Km, VI,
respectively, and transferred to the objective function. The initial values of the
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Lagrange multipliers are chosen arbitrarily and updated using the method given in
Section 3.3. Dualizing Eqs. (40) - (44) yields a Lagrangean relaxation of the original
problem, which is denoted by (LRP), and is decomposable into smaller sub-problems
corresponding to Ql and Q2, which are easier to solve.
The model (LRP) is decomposed into two smaller sub-problems (LQ1) and (LQ2)
such that model (LQ1) includes equations and variables pertaining to structure Ql,
while model (LQ2) includes equations and variables corresponding to the structure
Q2. The bounds of all the non-linking variables in both the sub-problems are the
same as in the original full space problem (P). For the case of the duplicate variables,
their bounds are the same as the bounds of the corresponding linking variables in the
original problem. The two models (LQ1) and (LQ2) are as follows:
min*"» =Csea £ (Tm -7;™') +Cunload £ (t^ -7^)
H x 2_, Cinv6 x
bsSQ] *e5Q1 /






deDQ] geG<i I m^M keKm I
beBQ] Ie\L\
i meM keK„ I
/ , / , / J^m,k,lTstoit,m,kJ + /-, / j 2-1 ^mAtTend,m,kJ + 2-1 2-1 / , ^m,k,!Wm,kJ
meMksK„ I meM keKm I meM keKm I
bsBQI
s.t. constraints corresponding to units and connections in Ql (LQ1)
mmz^ ^Csea £ (Tst^u -r^J+Cunload £ (^ -C^)
V ^\ r \ r
Hx^Ciinv,, x
beB ybeBQ2 I







meM keKm i i meM keK~ I
2-i 2-i 2-1 m,kjT&M,m,k,l + 2-t 2-1 / i^m.A./^end.m.fe./ + 2-1 2-1 / ^m,kjwm,k,l
meM keKm I meM keKm ! meM keKm I
s.t. constraints corresponding to units and connections in Q2 (LQ2)
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The MILP relaxations of models (LQ1) and (LQ2), termed (LQ1-R) and (LQ2-R),
respectively, are constructed by replacing the nonlinear terms in these models by
convex envelopes. Models (LQ1-R) and (LQ2-R) are solved to obtain their optimal
objective values zQ1 andzQ2, respectively. Using these solutions, the following valid
linear cuts are generated in the full space of the originalproblem, which are givenby
Eqs. (45) and (46):
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Theoretical properties of such cuts are given in Karuppiah and Grossmann (2007).
Namely, the cuts are valid when added to the original problem, and the inclusion of
the cuts into the relaxation (R) produces a lower bound at least as strong as the lower
bound obtained from Lagrangean decomposition and the one obtained by solving (R)
without any cuts. The Lagrange multipliers used in these cuts can be updated using a
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procedure given in Section 3.3, and additional cuts can be derived as described
above. This procedure of updating the multipliers and adding cuts can be performed
for any number of times. It is important to note that the performance of these cuts in
reducing the solution time of the relaxation strongly depends on the values of the
Lagrange multipliers. The cuts (Eqs. (45) and/or (46)) are then added to (R) which is
the MILP relaxation of model (P) to get a modified MILP model (RP). On solving
(RP), a valid lower bound on the solution of (P) is obtained.
B3.2.3 Upper Bounding Subproblem
The binary variables in problem (P) are fixed to the optimal values of the
corresponding binary variables obtained from the solution of (RP) and obtain a
nonconvex NLP (P-NLP), which is solved to global optimality with any standard
method. To solve (P-NLP), the optimal values of the continuous variables obtained
from the solution of (RP) are used as an initial point for obtaining an upper bound
with the NLP solver. Solving model (P-NLP) yields an upper bound on the solution
of (P). In case the model (P-NLP) is found to be infeasible, an upper bound can still
be obtained heuristically by first finding a sub-optimal integer solution to (RP), and
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FIGURE B3.3: Proposed outer-approximation algorithm
The proposed outer-approximation algorithm is shown in flowchart in Figure B3.3.
The algorithm is along the lines of the techniques proposed by Duran and
Grossmann (1986), Kesavan et al. (2004), and Wei et al. (2005) and is outlined as
follows:
(a) Preprocessing
The bounds of the variables in the model are determined by physical inspection of
the network structure and using the numerical data given for the tanks, crude supply
streams and the distillation units. Also, in this step, the original nonconvex MINLP




Generate a valid lower bound on the solution of the nonconvex MINLP following
the technique outlined in Section B3.2.1.
(c) Upper bound generation
Generate an upper bound using the method given in Section B3.2.2 and update the
OUB if the current upper bound is found to be better than the existing OUB.
(d) Integer cuts
Using the integer solution obtained from solving (RP), add an integer cut to model
(RP) to exclude this particular combination of binary variables. It is important to
note that if the model (P-NLP) is not globally optimized in step (c), adding these
integer cuts to the relaxation in the net iteration could potentially cut off the global
optimum.
(e) Termination
Iterate between solving models (RP) and (P-NLP) until the optimality gap between
the lower and upper bounds is less than a specified tolerance. The optimality gap is
similar to that in Rocha et al. (2008). In this case, our tolerance is 5%. Convergence
to the global optimum is not guaranteed if a local NLP solver is used in step (c)
above.
B3.3 UPDATING LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
Fisher (1981) proposed a sub-gradient method to update Lagrange multipliers, to be
used in solving a Lagrangean relaxation of a given MILP, starting from an initial
arbitrary value of the multipliers. This technique is tailored to suit our problem in
order to obtain updated values of Lagrange multipliers starting with random initial
values. These Lagrange multipliers starting with random initial values are then used
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Optimal values of the duplicates variables, obtained from the solution of the sub-
problems (LQ1-R) and (LQ2-R), at the oth iteration, are represented by
(Pi™.u)^K/!U/)0v/>(^^ respectively, a0 is a scalar
chosen between 0 and 2, zL (X°) is the sum ofthe objectives ofthe sub-models (LQ1-
R) and (LQ2-R), when the multiplers are set to X°, and zu is the value of the best
found feasible solution of (R). The multiplier update is carried out only once in this
work.
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B3.4 BOUNDS CONTRACTION ALGORITHM
Thebranch-and-contract algorithm proposed by Zamora and Grossmann (1999) aims
at reducing the size of the search region by eliminating portions of the domain in
which the objective function takes only values above a known upper bound. The
solution of contraction subproblems at selected branch-and-bound nodes is
performed within a finite contraction operation that helps reducing the total number
of nodes in the branch and bound solution tree.
A summaryof the steps involved in performingthe branch and contract algorithm is
as follows:
I. Define set of nonconvex or complicating variables as the subset of
variables that appear in the nonconvex functions or terms in the model.
The complicating variables are characterized by the index set CV.
I. Specify minimum value, SPmin, for a successful contraction step. Specify
the parameter £x, which determines the ^-closeness perperty. Specify the
maximum number of contraction steps to be performed, NC^. specify
the maximum number of unsuccessful contraction steps, NUCmax. specify
the index set BLUEo s CV that determines the subset of complicating
variables over which contraction is to be performed (contraction
variables). Initialize the control sets BLUE := BLUE0, and RED :^ 0.
Specify the maximum fraction of contraction variables, Fcv, allowed in
the RED set. Initialize counters NC = 0, NUC = 0.
II. For ieBLUE, compute the lower focal distance, A{'L(£l), and upper






Label all these focal distances as unmarked. If the focal point at a branch
and bound node, xb is £*-close to xf, i.e. xf <xf (1 +ex), mark A{,l (Q).




Then, select a complicating variable xt, with tG BLUE, such that
A{'L (Q) is unmarked and A{'L (Q) =A{ax (Q)
or
A{'u (O) is unmarked and A{'u (Q) =A^ (Q)
IV. Here, we perform a contraction step, i.e. the process of computing and
updating a bound, xf or xf, through the solution of the following
equation:






The inequality f(x,y,z)<OUB will be called the OUB constraint, and
the solution to the problem will be donetod as (M>^)q. The
optimization direction, i.e. Min or Max, is selected depending upon
which ofthe bounds, xf or xf, is to becontracted.
If A/",z,(Q)is unmarked and A('L (Q) =A£ax (Q) perform a contraction
step with a Min direction to contract*/1. Otherwise, perform a
contraction step with a Max direction to contractxf. SetNC:= NC + 1.
V. If the contraction subproblem in step V is feasible, then:






if the optimization direction = Min
if the optimization direction - Max
where Vf is the minimum (maximum) valjue of the variable x; , obtained
by solvingthe contraction step with a Min (Max) direction.
If xf was contracted and SP < SPmin, then mark Af,Zl(Q) and set NUC
:=NUC+1.
If xf was contracted and xbt <xf, then set xf := xf.
If xf was contracted and SP < SPmin, then mark Af,c/(Q) and set NUC
:=NUC+1.
If xf was contracted and xf >xf, then set xf := xf .
Compute e(D).
If the contraction subproblem in step V is infeasible or s(Q) < et, then
terminate the contraction operation.
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Terminate the contraction operation if any of the following conditions is met: (i)
|RED| > Fcv|BLUEo|; (ii) NC = NCmaii; (hi) NUC = NUCmax. Otherwise, return to
step IV.
Boundscontraction will be applied to equation (B19), which is shownbelow:




This constraint contains bilinear terms (variable multiplied by another variable) that
give rise to be the nonconvexities of the model. The complicating variables that
appear in equation (B19) and are evaluated individually using the branch and
contract algorithm are:
• total inventory of tank b at theend of transfer event / (Iiot.b.i)',
• inventory of component i in tank bat the end oftransfer event / (//,&,/);
• total flow from a to b in transfer event / (VioUa,b,i)\
• total flow from b to c in transferevent / (Vtot,a,b,t)\
• flow of component i from a to b in transfer event / (Viia,b,i)',
• flow of component i from a to b in transfer event / (ViibiCii)\
B3.5 SLACK VARIABLES
Slack variables are used in optimization to turn constraints stated as inequalities into
equalities. This is required to turn an inequality into an equality where a linear
combination of variables is less than or equal to a givenconstantin the former.
The model developed was found to have integer infeasibilities, i.e. there is no
assignment of integer values to variables that can satisfy all of the constraints. The
problematic constraints have been identified, namely equations (B3.i), (B13), (B15),
(B17), (B18), (B21), (B25), (B26), (B36.iii), (B36.iv), (B37.i), (B37.iii), (B38.iv),
and (B39.i).
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In order to overcome the integer infeasibility problem, slack variables, s, are
introduced to these equations, as follows:
F?AT«**M ~T^axi) +Fa,bH{l~waAl)>V^aXI +s%j VacAb,VbeB,V!eL (B3.i)
AotAC-i) +X *Ww =W +X V™>t>,cJ +sZ,i V6 gB, VI eL (B13)
Aw/-D +X V^,i =Aw +X *W,/ +s"w Vz' eI,VbeB,VleL (B15)
^iot,fl,w =X Ku.w +5i\i VaeAb,VbeB,VleL (B17)
*W,Cl/ - X *W.< +#w Vc gC6, VZ> gB, VI 6X (B18)
is/
./jA»t,w *Aw +J3,/ Vi g/, Vfe g5,V/ gL (B21)
X w^./ "l+$ VdeD,VleL (B25)
gzGj
X w„rfl, *l+$ VgGG,V/GL (B26)
deDg
Ifici * ifViM +OtotA(M) -4C +$£/ Vi, VczCb,VUL,Vb*=B
(B36.iii)
<lw *'6%,Cl, +^W-i) -tfKc +sliXt Vi, VceCb,WeL,VbeB
(B36.iv)
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AIw *# W/ +CAwmj " AL*£ +^v,/ Vi, Vc gQ, V/ e L, Vb g5
(B37.i)
C/ * ALW, +CAw/-i) - W +$S Vi, Vc gq,, v/ gz, vz> g5
(B37.iii)
'W ^ T^U
*W * W,v,/ +^^.w -W +<X,' Vi, VaeAb,VceCb,VIeLtVbeB
(B38.iv)
rfT ^ T^LCaw * WotAW +KAaAi ~KbKc +Cm Vi, Va g Ab, Vc e Q, VI e L, Vb gB
(B39.i)
B3.6 MODEL DATA FOR NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The values of the parameters are obtained from Lee et al. (1996). The units of some
of the parameters are not specified in order to be consistent with these authors.
The problem is a network consisting of 3 crude supply streams, 3 storage tanks, 3










FIGURE B3.4: Connections in a refinery network
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The crude oil in this example contains one key component and all the other
components are combined into a bulk component, thus effectivelymaking the given
crude a two component system. The crude movement has to be scheduled over a
time horizon of 12 h.
The values are shown in Table B3.1 below:
TABLE B3.1: Data for crude oil scheduling computation
Scheduling horizon (//): 12 h
Number of crude supply streams: 3















Storage tank 0) Capacity (/6U) Initial oil
inventory (Tj***)












Charging tank (g) Capacity (/") Initial oil
inventory (7J***)











Number of CDUs (ND): 2
Unloading cost for crude supply streams (Cunload): 10
Changeover cost for charged oil switch (Cset): 50
Waiting cost for crude supply streams (Csea): 5
Tank inventory costs (Cinv6): 0.04 (storage tanks); 0.08 (charging tanks)
Demand of mixed oilsby CDUs (DM^): 50 (oil mix from CTl); 50 (oil mix from CT2); 50 (oil mix
from CT3)
Upperbounds on flowrates in the streams (F^b): 40
The initial values of Lagrange multipliers are shown in Table B3.2 below:
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TABLE B3.2: Lagrange multiplier information














The values from Table B3.1 and B3.2 are input into the GAMS model, and allowed
to run, to determine the value of the objective function, which is to minimize cost.
CHAPTER B4
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS ON
NUMERICAL RESULTS
B4.1 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The formulated logical constraints are coded on GAMS. Numerical studies and
computational experiments of the proposed model in this paper is implemented on
GAMS 22.3 for Windows XP platform. The computing facilities along with its
attributes are listed in Table B4.1 below:
TABLE B4.1: Attributes of computing facilities for computational experiments
Computer Type Laptop (Lenovo)
Processor Type Intel Centrino Duo
Processor Speed 1.73 GHz
RAM 512MB
The computational statistics including the CPU times on the mentioned machine are
as reported in Table 4.2 below:

















CPLEX 10 LQ1 1615 155 3423 0.516 207
CPLEX 10 LQ2 1561 161 3405 0.109 173
CPLEX 10 LB - MILP 1963 155 3797 0.14 214
CONOPT UB-NLP 752 0 2097 0.41 0
The computational result is divided into two parts, which are bound contraction and
the overall results.
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B4.1.1 Results for Bounds Contraction Procedure
Bounds contraction strategy as discussed in section B3.4 earlierwas implemented to
deal with the bilinearterms, i.e. the complicating variables, in our model, whichare:
• total inventory of tank b at the endof transfer event / (Itot.b.i)',
• inventory of component i in tank bat theend of transfer event/ (h,b,i)\
• total flow from a to b in transfer event / (F,oUi;,,/);
• total flow from b to c in transferevent / (V[0t,a,b,i)\
• flow of component i from a to b in transferevent / (Viia,b,d'->
• flow of component / from a to b in transferevent / (V^ci)',
Bounds contraction techniques have been carried out for each of the complicating
variables individually, thus resulting in six separate GAMS codes.
The results obtained shows that the there are no apparent improvements in the
bounds after carrying out the bounds contraction technique, as all of the codes
produced only ONE iteration step. An example of the branch contraction model is
shown in Appendix VI for total inventory of tank b at the end of transfer event /
(Itot,b.d-
B4.1.2 Overall Results
After applying the bounds contraction technique, we move on to solve the model
using the proposed outer-approximation algorithm by solving four different models,
that is, models LQ1, LQ2, LB-MILP, and UB-NLP. The intermediate result for LB
- MILP is as shown in Figure B4.1. Then, Figure B4.2 shows the optimal network
structure for the crude oil flow for this numerical example as provided by the




























FIGURE B4.2: Optimal network structure for crude oilflow at refinery front-end
The optimal crude schedule is shown in Figure B4.3. The numbers above of the
crude transfer line segments inthe figure are the actual flow volumes. The inventory
profiles of the tanks are not given for this example and for the subsequent numerical
examples since the model includes only the times when the crude transfers begin and
end, and there is no explicit information in the model pertaining to the start and end







Crude Supply (U) to Storage Tanks {ST)
0123456789 10 11 12
time (h) a
Crude transfers between Storage Tank(ST)and ChargingTank(CT)
01 23456789 10 11 12
time (h) a





01 23456789 10 11 12
time (h) a
FIGURE B4.3: Gantt chart of the optimal crude oil schedule
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A summary of the computational results obtained from all the models are shown in
Table B4.3 below:
TABLE B4.3: Computational results for all models
(a) Binary variables (-1 if there is flow from source to destination)
Nil ii ••:...
liiimi i.iih Ilk* Im- iiiuifi-
ini !(.•: 1 It Mil 1' 1 It M 1'
1 Ul
ST1 1 1 1 1
ST2 1 1 1 1
ST3 0 0 0 0
2 U2
ST1 1 1 1 1
ST2 0 0 0 0
ST3 0 0 0 0
3 U3
ST1 1 1 1 1
ST2 1 1 1 1
ST3 0 0 0 0
4 ST1
CTl 1 1 1 1
CT2 0 0 0 0
CT3 0 0 0 0
5 ST2
CTl 1 1 1 1
CT2 1 1 1 1
CT3 1 1 1 1
6 ST3
CTl 1 1 1 1
CT2 0 0 0 0
CT3 0 0 0 0
7 CTl
Dl 1 1 1 1
D2 0 0 0 0
8 CT2
Dl 1 1 1 1
D2 1 1 1 1
9 CT3
Dl 1 1 1 1
D2 0 0 0 0
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' 11: - Mil r 1 II M.P
47 47 47 25
ST2 3 3 3 25
ST3 0 0 0 0
2 U2
ST1 50 50 50 50
ST2 0 0 0 0
ST3 0 0 0 0
3 U3
ST1 3 3 3 25
ST2 47 47 47 25
ST3 0 0 0 0
4 ST1
CT1 47 47 47 25
CT2 0 0 0 0
CT3 0 0 0 0
5 ST2
CT1 3 3 3 25
CT2 50 50 50 50
CT3 3 3 3 25
6 ST3
CT1 47 47 47 25
CT2 0 0 0 0
CT3 0 0 0 0
7 CT1
Dl 50 50 50 50
D2 0 0 0 0
8 CT2
Dl 3 47 5 49
D2 47 3 45 1
9 CT3
Dl 50 50 50 50
D2 0 0 0 0
(c) Objection function (Cost)
Model Objective function (Cum)
LQ1 535.0
LQ2 8.0114
LB - MILP 1980.44
UB - NLP 2148.105
B4.3 DISCUSSIONS
From the Gantt chart of the optimal crude oil schedule in Figure B4.3, we can see
that the distillation columns are charged continuously. Besides that, the time taken
for the transfers between the crude supply streams and the tanks, and for inter-tank
transfers are small fractions of the overall scheduling horizon.
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From the results obtained, it can be seen that the crude oil flows have non-zero
values only for binary variables = 1, i.e. there is flow from source to destination.
This is in accordance to the fact that, crude oil can only flow from chosen sets of
source to their respective destinations.
Besides that, the results shows a consistent pattern for the total flow of crude oil
from source to destination, where the values for one model shows very small
difference to another model. For instance, all the flows from source to destination for
models LQ1, LQ2 and LB - MILP are identical, except for the flow from CT2 to Dl,
and CT2 to D2. Although model UB - NLP shows a marked difference in total flow
values, the decision variables, i.e. the binary variables that determines whether there
is existence of flow from source to destination, are identical for all the models. This
means that the decisions of the models are consistent to one another. This is logical
since the parameters used are the same for all the models.
Results show that values of slack variables are non-zero for the equations that we
have integer infeasibility problems. This showsthat there is no assignment of integer
values to variables that can satisfy all of the constraints. The use of slack variables
managed to overcome the integer infeasibility problem by turning the constraints
stated as inequalities into equalities.
The optimal objective function values from models LQ1 and LQ2 are used to
generate the valid linear cuts in model LB-MILP by providing the values of z*Q]
andzg2, respectively in constraints (B45) and (B46). The binary variables for model
UB - NLP are obtained from the solution from LB - MILP. Model UB - NLP uses
the original equations, i.e. the solution of UB - NLP will be a global optimum
(maximum), whereas model LB - MILP only generates lower bound on the global
optimum (maximum), so the objective function from LB - MILP will be less than
that of UB - NLP. This is shown from the results obtained, whereby the objective




In this work, we have developed a technique for obtaining globally optimal
schedules for the flow of crude oil at the front-end of a refinery. A continuous time
model based on transfer events is used to represent the scheduling problem and this
model is a nonconvex MINLP model which has multiple local optima. We
implemented branch and contract algorithm that aims at reducing the size of the
search region by eliminating portions of the domain in which the objective function
takes only values above a known upper bound. In order to obtain a global optimum
solution to the problem, an outer-approximation algorithm is proposed. In this
approach, we generated lower and upperbounds on the global optimum, which were
converged to a specified tolerance. A rigorous lower bound on the global optimum
was obtained by solving a MILP relaxation of the original problem. To reduce the
computational effort required in solving this MILP relaxation, cutting planes derived
from a spatial decomposition of the network were added to the model LB - MILP.
The solution obtained from the LB - MILP model, i.e. the decision variables (binary
variables), was used to obtain a feasible solution for model UB - NLP. This solution
is the upper bound solution. The application of the proposed algorithm shows
significant reduction in the computational effort involved in solving the problem.
Slack variables were introduced to overcome the integer infeasibility problem. The
mathematical model was developed using GAMS and an optimal solution was found
with no logical constraints conflicts or error.
B5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that penalty should be imposed on the slack variables in the
objective function. These penalty terms will give the slack variables' values
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CODE FOR GAMS INPUT FILE
ON DETERMINISTIC MODEL
$TITLE: OIL PRODUCTION PLANNING
(DETERMINISTIC MODEL)







P SET OF PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS /Pi/
R SET OF RESERVOIRS
/R1*R2/
F SET OF FIELDS /Fl/
J SET OF INDEX OF PIECE
IN PIECEWISE LINEAR INTERPOLATION /Jl/
D SET OF DRILLING RIGS
/Dl/
N1(N,P) SET OF WELL PLATFORMS
N ASSOCIATED WITH PLATFORM P /Nl.Pl/
W1(W,N) SET OF WELLS W
ASSOCIATED WITH WELL PLATFORM N
/(W1*W4).Nl/
W2(W,R) SET OF WELLS W
ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR R
/Wl.Rl,W2.Rl,W3.R2,W4.R2/
W3(W,R,N) SET OF WELLS W
ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR R AND WELL
PLATFORM N
/(W1,W2).R1.N1,(W3,W4).R2.N1/
W4(W,R,F) SET OF WELLS W IN
FIELD F ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR R
/Wl.Rl.Fl,W2.Rl.Fl,W3.R2.Fl,W4.R2.Fl/
R1(R,F) SET OF RESERVOIRS
ASSOCIATED WITH FIELD F /Rl.Fl/
J1(J,R) SET OF LINEAR
INTERPOLATION PIECES USED FOR
RESERVOIR R /jl.Rl/
SP SET OF SCENARIOS FOR
PRICE UNCERTAINTY /L,M,H/
S SET OF SCENARIOS FOR
UNCERTAINTY IN SIZE AND INITIAL
DELIVERABILITY OF WELL /S1*S9/
SET OF TIME /T1*T6/
SET OF WELLS /W1*W4/
SET OF WELL PLATFORMS
SCALARS
ALPHAN PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR OIL FLOW RATE FOR WELL
PLATFORM /20/
ALPHAP PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR OIL FLOW RATE FOR
PRODUCTION PLATFORM /20/
BETAN PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR GOR FOR PRODUCTION
PLATFORM /18/
BETAP PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR GOR FOR PRODUCTION
PLATFORM /18/
PMAX MAXIMUM PRESSURE DROP








LENGTH OF TIME PERIOD
PARAMETERS
RO(W,N,P) PRODUCTIVITY INDEX
OF WELL W CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N
CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T DIMENSIONLESS
/
Wl .Nl .PI 47.6




C1(T, SP) DISCOUNTED REVENUE






C2P(P,T) DISCOUNTED FIXED COST
COEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF










C2NP(N,P,T) DISCOUNTED FIXED COST
COEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF WELL









C2WNP(W,N,P,T) DISCOUNTED FIXED COST









COST OEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF











COST OEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF
WELL PLATFORM IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
Nl .PI .Tl 0 .19
Nl .PI..T2 0 .18
Nl .PI..T3 0 .17
Nl .PI.,T4 0 .16
Nl -PI..T5 0 .15
/
Nl .PI..T6 0..14
C4 (T) DISCOUNTED COST











V5{R,F,J,T) INDEX OF PIECE i
TO CALCULATE PRESSURE IN RESERVOIR R






































S3 S4 S5 S6
S8 S9
(W1*W4).Nl.Pl.(T1*T6)







OMEGAU1 UPPER BOUND FOR OIL
FLOW RATE IN MILLION BARREL /5/
OMEGAU2 UPPER BOUND FOR OIL
FLOW RATE IN MILLION BARREL /5/
OMEGAU3 UPPER BOUND FOR OIL
FLOW RATE IN MILLION BARREL fbf
OMEGAU4 UPPER BOUND FOR
EXPANSION VARIABLE FOR WELL PLATFORM
/5/
OMEGAU5 UPPER BOUND FOR
EXPANSION VARIABLE FOR PRODUCTION
PLATFORM /5/
OMEGAU6 UPPER BOUND FOR
DRILLING RIG LOCATION /5/
OMEGAU7 UPPER BOUND FOR





PRODUCTION PROFIT FOR ALL SCENARIOS
AND PROBABILITIES IN DOLLARS
BINARY VARIABLES
Z1(W,N,P,T,S) 1 IF WELL W
CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IS DRILLED IN
TIME T
Z2(N,P,T,S) 1 IF WELL
PLATFORM N CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
Z3(P,T,S) 1 IF PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
Z4 (W,N,P,TD,S)
VALUES AT PERIOD T
Z5(N,P,TD,S)
VALUES AT PERIOD T
Z6 (P,TD,S)
VALUES AT PERIOD T
YD(R,F,J,T,S) 1 IF PIECE J USED
FOR LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN PERIOD T
ZD(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF DRILLING RIG
K I LOCATED ON FACILITY IN PERIOD T
ZF(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF THE K-TH RIG
IS LOCATED ON WELL PLATFORM N FIRST IN
PERIOD T
ZL(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF THE K-TH RIG
IS LOCATED ON WELL PLATFORM N LAST IN
PERIOD T
SL(P,D,T,S) 1 WHEN ONLY THE
N-TH PLATFORM IS USED FOR DRILLING
USING THE K-TH RIG IN PERIOD T
ZT{N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF DRILLING RIG





Z7(P,D,T,S) NUMBER OF TIMES
DRILLING RIG D IS MOVED IN PERIOD T
XI (W,N,P,T,S) AMOUNT OF GAS OR
OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN KG
X2(N,P,T,S) AMOUNT OF GAS OR
OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM
N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
IN KG
X3(P,T,S) AMOUNT OF GAS OR
OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION PLATFORM P
IN TIME T IN KG
X4(T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION PLATFORM P
IN TIME T IN KG
V1(W,N,P,T,S) PRESSURE FOR FLOW
BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN BAR
V2(N,P,T,S) PRESSURE FOR FLOW
BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN BAR
V3(P,T,S) PRESSURE FOR FLOW
AT PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN
BAR
GF1(W,N,P,T,S) GAS FLOW
(VOLUMETRIC) BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN M3
GF2(N,P,T,S) GAS FLOW
(VOLUMETRIC) BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM N
TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN
M3
DELTA1(W,N,P,T,S) PRESSURE DROP AT
CHOKE FOR FLOW BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN BAR
DELTA2(N,P,T,S) PRESSURE DROP AT
CHOKE FOR FLOW BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM N
TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN
BAR
LF(W,N,P,T,S) OIL FLOW FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
GF(W,N,P,T,S) GAS FLOW FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN M3
X5{W,N,P,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL
W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME THETA IN KG
X6(R,F,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL FROM RESERVOIR R IN
FIELD F IN TIME THETA IN KG
V4(R,F,T,S) PRESSURE IN
RESERVOIR R IN FIELD F AT TIME T IN
BAR
LAMBDA(R,F,J,T,S) INTERPOLATION
VARIABLE AT PERIOD T
X7(N,P,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME THETA IN KG
X8(P,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL TO FLOWING FROM







VARIABLE FOR WELL PLATFORM
E2(P,T,S) DESIGN EXPANSION





FUNCTION IN MILLION DOLLAR
V
XTOTALl(N,P,T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL RELATED TO WELL PLATFORM N AND
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XTOTAL2(P,T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL RELATED TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P
IN TIME T IN KG
XTOTAL3(T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL IN TIME T IN KG
VTOTALl(W,N,P,T,S) SUM OF ALL
PRESSURE RELATED TO WELL PLATFORM Nl
AND PRODUCTION PLATFORM PI IN TIME Tl
IN BAR
VTOTAL2(N,P,T,S) SUM OF ALL
PRESSURE RELATED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN BAR
XFLOWl(W,N,P,T,S) FLOW OF GAS OR
OIL FROM WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XFLOW2(W,N,P,T,S) FLOW OF OIL FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XFLOW3(W,N,P,T,S) FLOW OF GAS FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XCUM1(W,N,P,THETA,S) SUM OF THE AMOUNT
OF OIL FROM ALL PERIODS UP TO TIME
PERIOD THETA IN KG
XCUM2(R,F,THETA,S) SUM OF THE AMOUNT
OF OIL FROM ALL PERIODS UP TO TIME
PERIOD THETA IN KG
PIECE1(R,F,T,S) VALUE OF
INTERPOLATED VARIABLE FOR EACH
RESERVOIR R IN FIELD F IN TIME T
PIECE2(R,F,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
THE INTERPOLATION VARIABLE AT PERIOD T
PIECE3(R,F,J,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
GAMMA TO BE USED IN LINEAR
INTERPOLATION
PIECE4(R,F,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
BINARY VARIABLE Yl=l IF J USED FOR
LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN PERIOD T
INSTALL1(W,N,P,T,S) Z=l IF WELL W
CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IS DRILLED IN
TIME T
INSTALL2(N,P,T,S) Z=l IF WELL
PLATFORM N CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
INSTALL3(P,T,S) Z=l IF PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
DUMMY1(W,N,P,TD,S) TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF NODES ENUMERATED IN A BRANCH
AND BOUND TREE
DUMMY2(N,P,TD,S) TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF NODES ENUMERATED IN A BRANCH
AND BOUND TREE
DUMMY3(P,TD,S) TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF NODES ENUMERATED IN A BRANCH
AND BOUND TREE
XTOT1(W,N,P,THETA,S) THE FLOW OF OIL
FROM WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN PERIOD THETA
IN KG
XTOT2(N,P,THETA,S) THE FLOW OF OIL
FROM WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN PERIOD THETA IN KG
XTOT3(P,THETA,S) THE FLOW OF OIL
IN PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN PERIOD
THETA IN KG
ZCON1(W,N,P,THETA,S) THE WELL PLATFORM
ASSOCIATED WITH A WELL MUST BE
INSTALLED BEFORE DRILLING THAT WELL
ZC0N2(N,P,THETA,S) THE PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS MUST BE INSTALLED BEFORE
ASSOCIATED WELL PLATFORMS
DES1(N,P,T,S) THE FLOW FROM
WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM
P IN TIME T
DES2(N,P,T,S) DESIGN VARIABLE
FOR WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES3(N,P,T,S) DESIGN EXPANSION
VARIABLE FOR WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES4(P,T,S) THE FLOW FROM
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES5(P,T,S) DESIGN VARIABLE
FOR PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES6(P,T,S) DESIGN EXPANSION
VARIABLE FOR PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T
DRSC1(W,N,P,T,S) IF ANY WELL
ASSOCIATED WITH WELL PLATFORM N IS
DRILLED IN PERIOD T _ SUMMATION OF Z(N
P K T) MUST BE 1 IN THAT TIME PERIOD
DRSC2(N,P,D,T,S) THE K-TH RIG IS
LOCATED ON THE N-TH PLATFORM IN THAT
TIME PERIOD (SEE DRSC3)
DRSC3(P,D,T,S) THE SLACK
VARIABLE TAKES A NON-ZERO VALUE IF ALL
WELLS ARE DRILLED FROM A SINGLE N-TH
PLATFORM IN THAT TIME PERIOD
DRSC4(N,P,D,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
WELL DRILLED FROM WELL PLATFORM
DRSC5(N,P,D,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
WELL DRILLED FROM WELL PLATFORM
DRSC6(N,P,D,T,S) MOVEMENT OF RIG
CONSTRAINT











































X2 (N,P,T,S) =E =













V2(N,P,T,S) - ALPHAP*X2(N,P,T,S) -
BETAP*GF2(N,P,T,S) - DELTA2(N,P,T,S)
=E= V3(P,T,S)$N1(N,P);
*3.FLOW CONSTRAINTS IN WELLS
XFL0W1(W,N,P,T,S)$(N1(N,P)$W1{W,N))..
XI(W,N,P,T,S) =E= LF(W,N,P,T,S) +








*4.CUMULATIVE FLOW AMOUNT FROM WELLS









*5.PIECEWISE LINEAR INTERPOLATION AT













INSTALLATION AND FLOW FROM FACILITIES
INSTALL1(W,N,P,T,S)S(W1(W,N)$(N1(N,P) )



























ORD (THETA) ),Z2 (N,P,T, S) );
ZCON2 (N,P,THETA, S) $N1 (N,P) ..























ZF(N,P,D,T,S) + ZL(N,P,D,T,S) =L= 1 +
SL(P,D,T,S);
DRSC3(P,D,T,S)..







ZF(N,P,D,T,S) - ZL(N,P,D,T-1,S) =L=
ZT(N,P,D,T,S);
DRSC7(P,D,T,S)..
SUM(N$ (Nl (N,P) ), ZD(N,P,D,T,S) ) - 1
=L= Z7(P,D,T,S);
*9.DRILLING RIG SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS
*10.FLOW PROFILE CONSTRAINTS
FLOWPC(W,N,P,T,S)$(Nl(N,P)$W1(W,N))..
X1(W,N,P,T,S) =G= X1(W,N,P,T+1,S) -
OMEGAU7*(l - SUM(TDASH$(ORD(TDASH) LE
ORD(T)),Z1(W,N,P,TDASH,S)));
* 11.ENDOGENEOUS UNCERTAINTY IN SIZE
































OPTION LIMROW = 100;
OPTION LIMCOL - 100;
OPTION OPTCR = 0.0;
SOLVE OILPLAN USING MIP MAXIMIZING Z;
APPENDIX III: GAMS OUTPUT
FILE ON DETERMINISTIC
MODEL
GAMS Rev 149 xS 6/MS Windows
04/27/07 17:03:40 Page 6




331.080 TOTAL PROFIT IN MILLI
ONS OF DOLLARS
286 VARIABLE Zl.L 1 IF WELL W
CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IS DRILLED IN
TIME T
INDEX 1 = Wl
T6
Nl.Pl 1.000
INDEX 1 = W2
Tl
Nl.Pl 1.000
INDEX 1 = W3
T3
Nl.Pl 1.000
INDEX 1 = W4
T2
Nl.Pl 1.000
286 VARIABLE Z2.L 1 IF WELL
PLATFORM N CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
Tl
Nl.Pl 1.000
286 VARIABLE Z3-L 1 IF




286 VARIABLE XI.L AMOUNT OF
GAS OR OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL W
TO WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG




INDEX 1 = W2
Tl
Nl.Pl 5.000
INDEX 1 = W3
T3
Nl.Pl 5.0 00
INDEX 1 = W4
T2
Nl.Pl 5.000
286 VARIABLE X2.L AMOUNT OF
GAS OR OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN










286 VARIABLE X3.L AMOUNT OF
GAS OR OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION
















EXECUTION TIME = 0.063
SECONDS 3 Mb WIN226-149 Dec 19,
2007




License for teaching and
research at degree granting
institutions $TITLE: OIL PRODUCTION
PLANNING (STOCHASTIC MODEL)
FILE RESPLAN2 / UPSTREAM2.res /
PUT RESPLAN2;
APPENDIX IV: COMPUTER







P SET OF PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS /PI/
R SET OF RESERVOIRS
/R1*R2/
F SET OF FIELDS /Fl/
J SET OF INDEX OF PIECE
IN PIECEWISE LINEAR INTERPOLATION /Jl/
D SET OF DRILLING RIGS
/Dl/
N1(N,P) SET OF WELL PLATFORMS
N ASSOCIATED WITH PLATFORM P /Nl.Pl/
W1(W,N) SET OF WELLS W
ASSOCIATED WITH WELL PLATFORM N
/(W1*W4).Nl/
W2(W,R) SET OF WELLS W
ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR R
/W1.R1,W2.R1,W3,R2,W4.R2/
W3(W,R,N) SET OF WELLS W
ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR R AND WELL
PLATFORM N
/(W1,W2).R1.N1,(W3,W4).R2.Nl/
W4(W,R,F) SET OF WELLS W IN
FIELD F ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR R
/W1.R1.F1,W2.R1.F1,W3.R2.Fl,W4-R2.Fl/
R1(R,F) SET OF RESERVOIRS
ASSOCIATED WITH FIELD F /Rl.Fl/
J1(J,R) SET OF LINEAR
INTERPOLATION PIECES USED FOR
RESERVOIR R /Jl.Rl/
SP SET OF SCENARIOS FOR
PRICE UNCERTAINTY /L,M,H/
S SET OF SCENARIOS FOR
UNCERTAINTY IN SIZE AND INITIAL
DELIVERABILITY OF WELL /S1*S9/
SET OF TIME /T1*T6/
SET OF WELLS /W1*W4/
SET OF WELL PLATFORMS
SCALARS
ALPHAN PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR OIL FLOW RATE FOR WELL
PLATFORM /20/
ALPHAP PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR OIL FLOW RATE FOR
PRODUCTION PLATFORM /20/
BETAN PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR GOR FOR PRODUCTION
PLATFORM /18/
BETAP PRESSURE DROP
COEFFICIENT FOR GOR FOR PRODUCTION
PLATFORM /18/
PMAX MAXIMUM PRESSURE DROP











OF WELL W CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N















C2P(P,T) DISCOUNTED FIXED COST
COEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF










C2NP(N,P,T) DISCOUNTED FIXED COST
COEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF WELL









C2WNP(W,N,P,T) DISCOUNTED FIXED COST









COST OEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF











COST OEFFICIENT FOR INSTALLATION OF










C4 (T) DISCOUNTED COST














INDEX OF PIECE :J USED
TO CALCULATE PRESSURE IN RESERVOIR R



























































OMEGAU1 UPPER BOUND FOR OIL
FLOW RATE IN MILLION BARREL /5/
OMEGAU2 UPPER BOUND FOR OIL
FLOW RATE IN MILLION BARREL /5/
OMEGAU3 UPPER BOUND FOR OIL
FLOW RATE IN MILLION BARREL /5/
OMEGAU4 UPPER BOUND FOR
EXPANSION VARIABLE FOR WELL PLATFORM
/5/
OMEGAU5 UPPER BOUND FOR
EXPANSION VARIABLE FOR PRODUCTION
PLATFORM /5/
OMEGAU6 UPPER BOUND FOR
DRILLING RIG LOCATION /5/
OMEGAU7 UPPER BOUND FOR





PRODUCTION PROFIT FOR ALL SCENARIOS
AND PROBABILITIES IN DOLLARS
BINARY VARIABLES
Z1(W,N,P,T,S) 1 IF WELL W
CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IS DRILLED IN
TIME T
Z2(N,P,T,S) 1 IF WELL
PLATFORM N CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
1 IF PRODUCTION









VALUES AT PERIOD T
YD(R,F,J,T,S) 1 IF PIECE J USED
FOR LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN PERIOD T
ZD(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF DRILLING RIG
K I LOCATED ON FACILITY IN PERIOD T
ZF(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF THE K-TH RIG
IS LOCATED ON WELL PLATFORM N FIRST IN
PERIOD T
ZL(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF THE K-TH RIG
IS LOCATED ON WELL PLATFORM N LAST IN
PERIOD T
SL(P,D,T,S) 1 WHEN ONLY THE
N-TH PLATFORM IS USED FOR DRILLING
USING THE K-TH RIG IN PERIOD T
ZT(N,P,D,T,S) 1 IF DRILLING RIG




Z7(P,D,T,S) NUMBER OF TIMES
DRILLING RIG D IS MOVED IN PERIOD T
X1(W,N,P,T,S) AMOUNT OF GAS OR
OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN KG
X2(N,P,T,S) AMOUNT OF GAS OR
OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM
N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
IN KG
X3(P,T,S) AMOUNT OF GAS OR
OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION PLATFORM P
IN TIME T IN KG
X4(T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION PLATFORM P
IN TIME T IN KG
V1(W,N,P,T,S) PRESSURE FOR FLOW
BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN BAR
V2(N,P,T,S) PRESSURE FOR FLOW
BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN BAR
V3(P,T,S) PRESSURE FOR FLOW
AT PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN
BAR
GF1(W,N,P,T,S) GAS FLOW
(VOLUMETRIC) BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN M3
GF2(N,P,T,S) GAS FLOW
(VOLUMETRIC) BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM N
TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN
M3
DELTA1(W,N,P,T,S) PRESSURE DROP AT
CHOKE FOR FLOW BETWEEN WELL W TO WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN BAR
DELTA2(N,P,T,S) PRESSURE DROP AT
CHOKE FOR FLOW BETWEEN WELL PLATFORM N
TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN
BAR
LF(W,N,P,T,S) OIL FLOW FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
GF(W,N,P,T,S) GAS FLOW FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN M3
X5(W,N,P,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL
W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME THETA IN KG
X6(R,F,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL FROM RESERVOIR R IN
FIELD F IN TIME THETA IN KG
V4(R,F,T,S) PRESSURE IN
RESERVOIR R IN FIELD F AT TIME T IN
BAR
LAMBDA(R,F,J,T,S) INTERPOLATION
VARIABLE AT PERIOD T
X7(N,P,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME THETA IN KG
X8(P,THETA,S) THE CUMULATIVE
AMOUNT OF OIL TO FLOWING FROM







VARIABLE FOR WELL PLATFORM
E2(P,T,S) DESIGN EXPANSION





FUNCTION IN MILLION DOLLAR
XTOTALl(N,P,T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL RELATED TO WELL PLATFORM N AND
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XI
XTOTAL2(P,T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL RELATED TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P
IN TIME T IN KG
XTOTAL3(T,S) SUM OF ALL GAS OR
OIL IN TIME T IN KG
VTOTAL1(W,N,P,T,S) SUM OF ALL
PRESSURE RELATED TO WELL PLATFORM Nl
AND PRODUCTION PLATFORM PI IN TIME Tl
IN BAR
VTOTAL2(N,P,T,S) SUM OF ALL
PRESSURE RELATED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN BAR
XFLOWl(W,N,P,T,S) FLOW OF GAS OR
OIL FROM WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XFLOW2(W,N,P,T,S) FLOW OF OIL FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XFLOW3(W,N,P,T,S) FLOW OF GAS FROM
WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
XCUM1(W,N,P,THETA,S) SUM OF THE AMOUNT
OF OIL FROM ALL PERIODS UP TO TIME
PERIOD THETA IN KG
XCUM2(R,F,THETA,S) SUM OF THE AMOUNT
OF OIL FROM ALL PERIODS UP TO TIME
PERIOD THETA IN KG
PIECE1(R,F,T,S) VALUE OF
INTERPOLATED VARIABLE FOR EACH
RESERVOIR R IN FIELD F IN TIME T
PIECE2(R,F,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
THE INTERPOLATION VARIABLE AT PERIOD T
PIECE3(R,F,J,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
GAMMA TO BE USED IN LINEAR
INTERPOLATION
PIECE4(R,F,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
BINARY VARIABLE Yl=l IF J USED FOR
LINEAR INTERPOLATION IN PERIOD T
INSTALL1(W,N,P,T,S) Z=l IF WELL W
CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IS DRILLED IN
TIME T
INSTALL2(N,P,T,S) Z=l IF WELL
PLATFORM N CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
INSTALL3(P,T,S) Z=l IF PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IS INSTALLED IN TIME T
DUMMY1(W,N,P,TD,S) TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF NODES ENUMERATED IN A BRANCH
AND BOUND TREE
DUMMY2(N,P,TD,S) TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF NODES ENUMERATED IN A BRANCH
AND BOUND TREE
DUMMY3(P,TD,S) TO REDUCE THE
NUMBER OF NODES ENUMERATED IN A BRANCH
AND BOUND TREE
XTOT1(W,N,P,THETA,S) THE FLOW OF OIL
FROM WELL W TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN PERIOD THETA
IN KG
XTOT2(N,P,THETA,S) THE FLOW OF OIL
FROM WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN PERIOD THETA IN KG
XTOT3(P,THETA,S) THE FLOW OF OIL
IN PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN PERIOD
THETA IN KG
ZCON1(W,N,P,THETA,S) THE WELL PLATFORM
ASSOCIATED WITH A WELL MUST BE
INSTALLED BEFORE DRILLING THAT WELL
ZCON2(N,P,THETA,S) THE PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS MUST BE INSTALLED BEFORE
ASSOCIATED WELL PLATFORMS
DES1(N,P,T,S) THE FLOW FROM
WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM
P IN TIME T

DES2(N,P,T,S) DESIGN VARIABLE
FOR WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES3(N,P,T,S) DESIGN EXPANSION
VARIABLE FOR WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES4(P,T,S) THE FLOW FROM
PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES5(P,T,S) DESIGN VARIABLE
FOR PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN TIME T
DES6(P,T,S) DESIGN EXPANSION
VARIABLE FOR PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T
DRSC1(W,N,P,T,S) IF ANY WELL
ASSOCIATED WITH WELL PLATFORM N IS
DRILLED IN PERIOD T _ SUMMATION OF Z(N
P K T) MUST BE 1 IN THAT TIME PERIOD
DRSC2(N,P,D,T,S) THE K-TH RIG IS
LOCATED ON THE N-TH PLATFORM IN THAT
TIME PERIOD (SEE DRSC3)
DRSC3(P,D,T,S) THE SLACK
VARIABLE TAKES A NON-ZERO VALUE IF ALL
WELLS ARE DRILLED FROM A SINGLE N-TH
PLATFORM IN THAT TIME PERIOD
DRSC4(N,P,D,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
WELL DRILLED FROM WELL PLATFORM
DRSC5(N,P,D,T,S) CONSTRAINT FOR
WELL DRILLED FROM WELL PLATFORM
DRSC6(N,P,D,T,S) MOVEMENT OF RIG
CONSTRAINT

























































V2(N,P,T,S) - ALPHAP*X2(N,P,T,S) -
BETAP*GF2(N,P,T,S) - DELTA2(N,P,T,S)
=E = V3(P,T,S)$N1(N,P);
*3.FLOW CONSTRAINTS IN WELLS
XFLOWl(W,N,P,T,S)$(N1(N,P)$W1(W,N))..








*4.CUMULATIVE FLOW AMOUNT FROM WELLS









*5.PIECEWISE LINEAR INTERPOLATION AT













INSTALLATION AND FLOW FROM FACILITIES
INSTALL1(W,N,P,T,S)$(Wl(W,N)$(Nl(N,P))









SUM(T,Z2(N,P,T,S)) + Z5fN,P,TD,S) =E=
1;
DUMMY3(P,TD,S)..





















X2(N,P,T,S) =L= DV1 (N,P,T,S) ,-
DES2(N,P,T,S)$N1(N,P)..




































*9.DRILLING RIG SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS
*10.FLOW PROFILE CONSTRAINTS
FLOWPC(W,N,P,T,S)$(N1(N,P)$W1(W,N))..
X1(W,N,P,T,S) =G= X1(W,N,P,T+1,S) -
OMEGAU7*(l - SUM(TDASH$(ORD(TDASH) LE
ORD(T)),Z1(W,N,P,TDASH,S)));
*11.ENDOGENEOUS UNCERTAINTY IN SIZE































OPTION LIMROW - 100;
OPTION LIMCOL = 100;
OPTION OPTCR = 0.0;
SOLVE OILPLAN USING MIP MAXIMIZING Z;
APPENDIX V: GAMS OUTPUT
FILE ON STOCHASTIC MODEL
GAMS Rev 149 X86/MS Windows
04/27/07 19:20:12 Page 6
: OIL PRODUCTION PLANNING (STOCHASTIC
MODEL)
Execution
3 74 VARIABLE Z.L
145.580 TOTAL PRODUCTION
PROFIT FOR ALL SCENARIOS AND
PROBABILITIES IN
DOLLARS
3 74 VARIABLE Zl.L 1 IF WELL W
CONNECTED TO WELL PLATFORM N TO
PRODUCTIO
N PLATFORM
P IS DRILLED IN TIME T






















































3 74 VARIABLE Z2.L 1 IF WELL
PLATFORM N CONNECTED TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM
INSTALLED IN TIME T






















3 74 VARIABLE Z3.L 1 IF















374 VARIABLE XI.L AMOUNT OF
GAS OR OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL W
TO WELL PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN K
G
INDEX 1 = Wl INDEX 2 = Nl
SI S2
S3 S4 S5



















































3 74 VARIABLE X2.L AMOUNT OF
GAS OR OIL TO TRANSFER BETWEEN WELL
PLATFORM N TO PRODUCTION PLATFORM P IN
TIME T IN KG




























374 VARIABLE X3.L AMOUNT OF
GAS OR OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION









P1.T3 4.000 4. 000
4.000 5.000 5.000
5.000
P1.T5 4.000 4 .000













374 VARIABLE X4.L SUM OF ALL
GAS OR OIL FLOWING AT PRODUCTION
PLATFORM P IN TIME T IN KG
SI S2 S3
S4 S5 S6
Tl 4 .000 4 .000 4 .000
5.000 5.000 5.000
T2 4 .000 4..000 4 .000
5.000 5.000 5.000
T3 4 .000 4..000 4 .000
5.000 5.000 5.000
T5 4..000 4..000 4..000
5.000 5.000 5.000
S7 S8 S9
Tl 5.000 5.000 5.000
T2 5.000 5.000 5.000
T3 5.000 5.000 5.000
T5 5.000 5.000 5.000
3 74 VARIABLE Z7.L NUMBER OF









EXECUTION TIME = 0.078
SECONDS 3 Mb WIN226-149 Dec 19,
2007




License for teaching and




CODE FOR GAMS INPUT FILE
ON BRANCH CONTRACT
ALGORITHM MODEL




*number of equations listed per block
option limrow = 0;
•number of variables listed per block
option limcol=0;
*do you want solver's solution output
printed?
option solprint=on;
*do you want solver's system output
printed?
option sysout=off;
*milp relative termination tolerance
option optcr^O;




*File to write results
FILE RESCRU / cosl.res /;
PUT RESCRU;
PUT "
PUT / " SUBSYSTEM B.DOWNSTREAM CRUDE










A SET OF TANK
INPUT SOURCES /
Ul, U2, U3,
ST1, ST2, ST3 /






































































































DISTILLATION UNITS D THAT CAN BE





CHARGING TANKS G THAT CHARGE




HI (B,H) SET OF


















STORAGE TANKS Y CONNECTED TO CRUDE
SUPPLY STREAMS U /
ST1.U1,




Bl(B) SET OF TANKS
B BELONGING TO SUB-STRUCTURE Ql /
STl, ST2,
ST3, CTl, CT2 /
B2 (B) SET OF TANKS













Ul(U) SET OF CRUDE




U2(U) SET OF CRUDE




DESTINATION UNIT K OF SPLIT PIPELINES







CVI / 11, 12
/
CVA / Ul, U2, U3, STl,
ST2, ST3 /
CVB / STl, ST2, ST3,
CTl, CT2, CT3 /
CVH / CTl, CT2, CT3, Dl
D2 /


























































INVENTORY OF TANK B AT THE END OF
TRANSFER EVENT L
INVI(I,B,L) INVENTORY OF




TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE1(A,B,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM A TO
EVENT L
TS2(B,H,L)
TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE2(B,H,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM B TO
EVENT L
TS1Q1(A,B,L)
TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE1Q1(A,B,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM A TO
EVENT L
TS2Q1(B,H,L)
TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE2Q1(B,H,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM B TO
EVENT L
STARTING
















TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE1Q2(A,B,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM A TO
EVENT L
TS2Q2(B,H,L)
TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE2Q2(B,H,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM B TO
EVENT L
STARTING








ENDING TIME OF CRUDE TRANSFER FROM
CRUDE SUPPLY STREAM U
TSI(U) INITIAL
STARTING TIME OF CRUDE TRANSFER FROM
CRUDE SUPPLY STREAM U
variables
FT1(A,B,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FT2(B,H,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FL1(I,A,B,L) FLOW OF





FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
FT1Q1(A,B,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FT2Q1(B,H,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FL1Q1(I,A,B,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
FL2Q1(I,B,H,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
FT1Q2(A,B,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FT2Q2(B,H,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FL1Q2(I,A,B,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
FL2Q2(I,B,H,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
* ============== Variables to replace
bilinear terms to solve LBP
============== *
INWJ(I,B ,H, L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INVVT(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INWJQ1(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INVVTQ1(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INWJQ2 (I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INVVTQ2(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJ(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVT{I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJQ(I,A,B,H,L,Q) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVTQ(I,A,B,H,L,Q) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJQl(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVTQ1(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJQ2(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVTQ2(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW






VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
FLTQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE





VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
FLQ2(I,M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
TSQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
TEQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
WBQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE





























































FUNCTION FOR UPPER BOUND
ZZFIXBIN
ZZQ1 OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION OF COST FOR STRUCTURE Ql
ZZQ2 OBJECTIVE




FUNCTION FOR UPPER BOUND
* ZZOPTQ1 OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION (OPTIMAL) OF COST FOR
STRUCTURE Ql
* ZZOPTQ2 OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION (OPTIMAL) OF COST FOR
STRUCTURE Q2
BINARY VARIABLES
WB1(A,B,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB2(B,H,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM B TO H IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB1Q1(A,B,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB2Q1(B,H,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM B TO H IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB1Q2(A,B,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB2Q2(B,H,L) EQUAL TO 1

































FOR CRUDE SUPPLY STREAMS
/ 5 /
CSET CHANGEOVER
COST FOR CHARGED OIL SWITCH
/ 50 /
CUNLOAD UNLOADING







DISTILLATION UNITS IN THE NETWORK
/ 2 /
ND1 NUMBER OF
DISTILLATION UNITS IN SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
/ 1 /
ND2 NUMBER OF






NE NUMBER OF /
TRANSFER EVENTS
/ 3 / FRACT(I,U) FRACTION OF
COMPONENT I IN CRUDE SUPPLY STREAM U
TSO SCALAR STEP /
SIZE FOR UPDATING LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS I1.U1
/ 1 / 0.01
I1.U2
ALPHA SCALAR 0.085
BETWEEN 0 AND 2 I1.U3
/ 0.4 / 0.06
/
ZZ1 OPTIMAL
OBJECTIVE FOR LQ1-R INITITOT(B) INITIAL
/ o / TOTAL INVENTORY OF TANK B
ZZ2 OPTIMAL /
OBJECTIVE FOR LQ2-R STl * ST3
/ 1 / 20
ZZLB SUM OF CTl
OBJECTIVES ZZQ1 AND ZZQ2 30
/ 1 / CT2
* ZZUB UPPER BOUND 50
VALUE FOR OBJECTIVE FUNCTION CT3
/ 2 / 30
/
CINV(B) INVENTORY INITINVI(I,B) INITIAL














DM(G) DEMAND OF 0.03







LB1(I,B) LOWER BOUND LBIl(B) LOWER BOUND


















































* =================== value for these
PARAMETERS are assigned below
LBF1(A,B)
ON FLOWRATE FROM A TO B
UBF1(A,B)
ON FLOWRATE FROM A TO B
LBF2(B,H)
ON FLOWRATE FROM B TO H
UBF2(B,H)
ON FLOWRATE FROM B TO H
LBFV1(A,B)
ON FLOW VOLUME FROM A TO B
UBFV1(A,B) UPPER
ON FLOW VOLUME FROM A TO B
LBFV2(B,H) LOWER
ON FLOW VOLUME FROM B TO H
UBFV2(B,H) UPPER





























OPTIMAL VALUE OBTAINED FROM THE
SOLUTION OF CRUDE_LB
WBUB2(B,H,L) EQUAL TO
OPTIMAL VALUE OBTAINED FROM THE







VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DFLTQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DFLQ2(I,M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DTSQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DTEQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DWBQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE
























































































































FUNCTION OF COST FOR STRUCTURE Ql
OBJQ2 OBJECTIVE




































































































































































VB8 VARIABLE BOUND 8 LBP17Q LOWER BOUNDING
VB9 VARIABLE BOUND 9 PROBLEM 17





















































































































































































































* ============== Equations used to
evaluate UB after setting binary
variables ============ *
TCUB1 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB2 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB3 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB4 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB5 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB6 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB8 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB11 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB14 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB15 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB16 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB17 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB18 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB1 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB2 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB4 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB5 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
CCUB1 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
CCUB2 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
* ========================= DUPLICATE






















































































































































































































































































































































































B2))) / (2*NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D1,SUM(G$G1(G,D1),SUM(L,WB2Q






















B2))) / (2*NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D2,SUM(G$G1(G,D2),SUM(L,WB2(












































































































TE2 (B,H,L) - THOR*(1-
WBUB2(B,H,L))

























































































SUM(A$A1 (A,B) ,FLOWVJ(I,A,B,H,L) ) =E=
INWT(I,B,H,L) +


















































































* ================ for generating






























































































































































































































































































































































































































B2))) / (2*NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D1,SUM(G$G1(G,D1),SUM(L,WB2(




,M,K,L)*FLQ(I,M,K,L) ))) ) +
SUM(M,SUM(K$K1(M,K),SUM(L,LMTS(M,K,L)*
TSQ(M,K,L)))) +
















B2))) / (2*NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D2,SUM(G$G1(G,D2),SUM(L,WB2(











* =================== FOR DUPLICATING










































































































































































































































* =================== FOR DUPLICATING




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DELINIITOT(B,L) = ITOTINI.UP(B,L) -
ITOTINI.LO(B,L);
) ;










SoluTion to model MIP
SOLVE MR00 minimizing ZZ using mip;
*
*
creating file with results
PUT RESCRU;
PUT ///







", ITOT.l (B,L) :18 :12"; ";
);
PUT / "ZZ.1=" ZZ.1:20:12 ";";
PUT /// "LP solution time : "
MR00.resusd:10:5;
PUT / "Model Status: "
PUT?(MROO.modelstat eq 1) "Optimal.

















PUT$(MROO.modelstat eq 10) "Integer
infeasible.";
PUT$(MROO.modelstat eq 12) "Error
unknown. " ,-
PUT$(MROO.modelstat eq 13) "Error no
solution.";






















*==================== to FIX BINARY



































Solution to NLP non convex model (UB)
SOLVE MFOO MINIMIZING ZZFIXBIN USING
NLP;
*
creating file with results
PUT RESCRU;
PUT /// "




PUTS(MFOO.modelstat eq 2 and
ZZFIXBIN.1 It ZZUB.l)
"**********This solution improves
current upper bound value to " ,-
ZZUB.fxS(MFOO.modelstat eq 2 and
ZZFIXBIN.1 It ZZUB.l)=ZZFIXBIN.1;








PUT / "ZZFIXBIN.1=" ZZFIXBIN.1:20:12
PUT /// "Nonconvex NLP solution time
" MF0O.resuSd:lO:5;
PUT / "Model Status: "
PUTS(MFOO.modelstat eq 1) "Optimal.";
















PUTS(MFOO.modelstat eq 10) "Integer
infeasible.";
PUTS(MF0O.modelstat eq 12) "Error
unknown.";
PUTS(MFOO.modelstat eq 13) "Error no
solution.";





















*DEFINE VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS FOR
FEASIBILITY BASED TESTS
* SE ESPECIFICA ARCHIVO
PARA RESULTADOS (SPECIFIC FILES FOR
RESULTS)
PUT RESCRU;
* ESPECIFICA EL VALOR DE LA
MEJOR COTA SUPERIOR DISPONIBLE




DE SUBPROBLEMAS A RESOLVER (NUMBER OF
MAXIMUM SUBPROBLEMS TO SOLVE)
SET ITERATIONS /l*500/;
*












* INDICA QUE EL PROBLEMA
ES FACTIBLE Y TIENE OPTIMO (INDICATES
PROBLEM IS FEASIBLE AND HAS OPTIMUM)
INFACTIBLE.L=0;
ACOTAVARS.MODELSTAT=l;
INICIALIZA TIEMPO TOTAL DE COMPUTO
(INITIALIZES TOTAL TIME OF
CALCULATIONS)
TIEMPOTOT.L=0.0000000000 0;
* INICIALIZA CONTADOR DEL
NUMERO DE SUBPROBLEMAS RESUELTOS





LOOP(ITERATIONS $(CARD(SBLUEITOT) NE 0


















FLAGLOITOT(B,L) $ (SGREENITOT (B, L) )=0;
FLAGUPITOT(B,L)$(SBLACKITOT(B,L))=0;





















PUT /"NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SGREEN:
"CARD(SGREENITOT):5:0 /;




PUT /"NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SBLACK:
"CARD(SBLACKITOT):5:0;




* ALMACENA COTAS ANTES DE





* CALCULA DISTANCIA DESDE
LAS COTAS HACIA LA MEJOR SOLUCION









































































LOOP( (N,T) S(SBLUEITOT(N,T) AND
MAXPCDIS.L GT EPSILONREL AND SOLOUNO
EQ 0 AND
(MAXPCDIS.L EQ

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IF(SOLOUNO EQ 0 AND





















PUT // " RED ABS:"
AUXABS.L:18:12;
PUT / " RED %:"
AUXREL.L:18:12;
PUT / " MODEL STATUS: "




PUT / " SUBPROBLEM SOL. TIME:
" ACOTAVARS.RESUSD:10:5;
PUT / " ACCUMULATED SOL. TIME:
" TIEMPOTOT.L:10:5;
IF( ACOTAVARS.MODELSTAT NE 1,
PUT // "STOP. SUBPROBLEM SOLUCION IS
NOT OPTIMAL.";
PUT / "ACOTAVARS MODEL STATUS:
"ACOTAVARS.MODELSTAT;








LBEST.L=" LBEST. L:18:12 ,•
ABSGAP.L=ZZUB.L-LBEST.L;
RELGAP.L=ABS[100*ABSGAP.L/ZZUB.L];
PUT / " ABSOLUTE GAP (UB-LB) =
" ABSGAP.L:18:12;
PUT / " REL GAP 100*(UB-LB)/UB =
" RELGAP.L:18:12;
PUT //
PUT "INICIA REDUCCION POR
FACTIBILIDAD"
PUT //






PUT / " RESULTADOS
FINALES DE LA REDUCCION"
PUT /
* CALCULA DISTANCIA DESDE




































































SoluTion to model MIP
SOLVE MROO minimizing ZZ using mip;
*
creating file with results
PUT RESCRU;
PUT /// "








PUT / "ZZ.1=" ZZ.1:20:12 ";";
PUT /// "LP solution time : "
MROO.resusd:10:5;
PUT / "Model Status: "
PUTS(MROO.modelstat eq 1) "Optimal.".
















PUTS(MROO.modelstat eq 10) "Integer
infeasible.";
PUTS(MR00.modelstat eq 12) "Error
unknown.";
PUTS(MROO.modelstat eq 13) "Error no
solution.";

















PUT "MODELSTAT FOR LB:"MROO-MODELSTAT;
PUT / "MODELSTAT FOR
UB:"MFOO.MODELSTAT;
APPENDIX VII: GAMS OUTPUT
FILE ON BRANCH AND
CONTRACT ALGORITHM
MODEL
GAMS Rev 149 X86/MS Windows
04/27/07 19:28:59 Page 7
: SCHEDULING REFINERY CRUDE OIL
OPERATIONS
Model Statistics SOLVE ACOTAVARS






BLOCKS OF EQUATIONS 77
SINGLE EQUATIONS 2, 015
BLOCKS OF VARIABLES 38
SINGLE VARIABLES 836 1
projected
NON ZERO ELEMENTS 5,277
DISCRETE VARIABLES 100
GENERATION TIME = 0.047
SECONDS 3 Mb WIN226-149 Dec 19,
2007
**** SOLVE from line 3295 ABORTED,
EXECERROR = 1








EXECUTION TIME = 0.093
SECONDS 3 Mb WIN22 6-14 9 Dec 19,
2007




License for teaching and















CODE FOR GAMS INPUT FILE
ON CRUDE OIL SCHEDULING
WITH SLACK VARIABLES
MODEL




*number of equations listed per block
option limrow = 0;
*number of variables listed per block
option limcol=0;
*do you want solver's solution output
printed?
option solprint=on;
*do you want solver's system output
printed?
option sysout=off;
*milp relative termination tolerance
option optcr=0;




*File to write results
FILE RESCRU / cosslavar.res /;
PUT RESCRU;
PUT "
PUT / " SUBSYSTEM B.DOWNSTREAM CRUDE











A SET OF TANK
INPUT SOURCES /
Ul, U2, U3,
STl, ST2, ST3 /








































































































DISTILLATION UNITS D THAT CAN BE





CHARGING TANKS G THAT CHARGE



























STORAGE TANKS Y CONNECTED TO CRUDE
SUPPLY STREAMS U /
ST1.U1,





Bl(B) SET OF TANKS
B BELONGING TO SUB-STRUCTURE Ql /
STl, ST2,
ST3, CTl, CT2 /
B2 (B) SET OF TANKS
B BELONGING TO SUB-STRUCTURE Q2 /
CT3
/
Dl (D) SET OF




D2 (D) SET OF




Ul(U) SET OF CRUDE




U2 (U) SET OF CRUDE




DESTINATION UNIT K OF SPLIT PIPELINES
















SLAVARLBP5INWJ (I,B, H, L)









































INVENTORY OF TANK B AT THE END OF
TRANSFER EVENT L
INVI(I,B.L) INVENTORY OF
COMPONENT I IN TANK B AT THE END OF
TRANSFER EVENT L
TS1(A,B,L)
TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE1(A,B,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM A TO
EVENT L
TS2(B,H,L)
TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE2 (B,H,L)
OF A TRANSFER FROM B TO
EVENT L
STARTING








TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE1Q1(A,B,L) ENDING TIME




TIME OF A TRANSFER FROM B TO H IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE2Q1(B,H,L) ENDING TIME
OF A TRANSFER FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
TS1Q2(A.B,
TIME OF A TRANSFER
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE1Q2(A,B,
OF A TRANSFER FROM
EVENT L
TS2Q2(B.H,
TIME OF A TRANSFER
TRANSFER EVENT L
TE2Q2(B.H,
OF A TRANSFER FROM
EVENT L
L) STARTING
FROM A TO B IN
L) ENDING TIME
A TO B IN TRANSFER
L) STARTING
FROM B TO H IN
L) ENDING TIME
B TO H IN TRANSFER
TEO(U) OVERALL
ENDING TIME OF CRUDE TRANSFER FROM
CRUDE SUPPLY STREAM U
TSI(U) INITIAL
STARTING TIME OF CRUDE TRANSFER FROM
CRUDE SUPPLY STREAM U
Flow variables
FTl(A.B.L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FT2(B,H,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FL1(I,A,B,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
FL2(I,B,H,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
FT1Q1(A,B,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FT2Q1(B,H,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FL1Q1(I,A,B,L) FLOW OF





FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
FT1Q2(A,B,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FT2Q2(B,H,L) TOTAL FLOW
FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER EVENT L
FL1Q2(I,A,B,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM A TO B IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
FL2Q2(I,B,H,L) FLOW OF
COMPONENT I FROM B TO H IN TRANSFER
EVENT L
* ================== Variables to
replace bilinear terms to solve LBP
======================== *
INWJ(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INVVT(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INWJQ1(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INVVTQ1(I.B.H.L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INVVJQ2(I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
INWTQ2 (I,B,H,L)
INVENTORY COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJ(I,A,B,H,L)
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVT(I,A,B,H,L)




OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVTQ(I,A,B,H,L,Q) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJQl(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVTQ1(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVJQ2(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW
OF COMPONENT I FOR LBP
FLOWVTQ2(I,A,B,H,L) FLOW






VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
FLTQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
FLQ2(I,M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
TSQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
LX
TEQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
WBQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE





FUNCTION FOR UPPER BOUND
ZZFIXBIN
ZZQ1 OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION OF COST FOR STRUCTURE Ql
ZZQ2 OBJECTIVE




WB1(A,B,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB2(B,H,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM B TO H IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB1Q1(A,B,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB2Q1(B,H,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM B TO H IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB1Q2(A,B,L) EQUAL TO 1
IF THERE IS A FLOW FROM A TO B IN
TRANSFER EVENT L
WB2Q2(B,H,L) EQUAL TO 1









COST FOR CHARGED OIL SWITCH
/ 50 /
CUNLOAD UNLOADING







DISTILLATION UNITS IN THE NETWORK
/ 2 /
ND1 NUMBER OF
DISTILLATION UNITS IN SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
/ 1 /
ND2 NUMBER OF







SIZE POR UPDATING LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
/ 1 /
ALPHA


































































































































* =================== value for these
PARAMETERS are assigned below
LBF1(A,B)
ON FLOWRATE FROM A TO B
UBF1(A.B)
ON FLOWRATE FROM A TO B
LBF2(B.H)
ON FLOWRATE FROM B TO H
UBF2(B,H)
ON FLOWRATE FROM B TO H
LBFV1(A,B)
ON FLOW VOLUME FROM A TO B
UBFV1(A,B) UPPER
ON FLOW VOLUME FROM A TO B
LBFV2(B,H) LOWER
ON FLOW VOLUME FROM B TO H
UBFV2(B,H) UPPER


































OPTIMAL VALUE OBTAINED FROM THE
SOLUTION OF CRUDE_LB
WBUB2(B,H,L) EQUAL TO
OPTIMAL VALUE OBTAINED FROM THE







VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DFLTQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DFLQ2(I,M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB -STRUCTURE Ql
DTSQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DTEQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE




VARIABLE FOR SUB-STRUCTURE Ql
DWBQ2(M,K,L) DUPLICATE























FUNCTION OF COST FOR STRUCTURE Ql
OBJQ2 OBJECTIVE













TCI TANK CONSTRAINT 1 DC5 DISTILLATION U Nil
TC2 TANK CONSTRAINT 2 CONSTRAINT 5
TC3 TANK CONSTRAINT 3
TC4 TANK CONSTRAINT 4
TC5 TANK CONSTRAINT 5 CC1 CRUDE SUPPLY
TC6 TANK CONSTRAINT 6 STREAM CONSTRAINT 1
TC7 TANK CONSTRAINT 7 CC2 CRUDE SUPPLY
TC8 TANK CONSTRAINT 8 STREAM CONSTRAINT 2
TC9 TANK CONSTRAINT 9 CC3 CRUDE SUPPLY
TCIO TANK CONSTRAINT STREAM CONSTRAINT 3








VB1 VARIABLE BOUND 1
TCI 3 TANK CONSTRAINT VB2 VARIABLE BOUND 2
13 VB3 VARIABLE BOUND 3
TC14 TANK CONSTRAINT VB4 VARIABLE BOUND 4
14
VB5 VARIABLE BOUND 5
TCI 5 TANK CONSTRAINT VB6 VARIABLE BOUND 6
15
VB7 VARIABLE BOUND 7
TCI 6 TANK CONSTRAINT VB8 VARIABLE BOUND 8
16
VB9 VARIABLE BOUND 9
TCI 7 TANK CONSTRAINT VB10 VARIABLE BOUND 10
17
VB11 VARIABLE BOUND 11
TCI 8 TANK CONSTRAINT VB12 VARIABLE BOUND 12
18
VB13 VARIABLE BOUND 13
TCI 9 TANK CONSTRAINT VB14 VARIABLE BOUND 14
19 VB15 VARIABLE BOUND 15
20
TC2 0 TANK CONSTRAINT
TC21 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP1 LOWER BOUNDING
21 PROBLEM 1
TC2 2 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP2 LOWER BOUNDING
22 PROBLEM 2
TC23 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP3 LOWER BOUNDING
23 PROBLEM 3
TC24 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP4 LOWER BOUNDING
24 PROBLEM 4
TC2 5 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP5 LOWER BOUNDING
25 PROBLEM 5
TC26 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP6 LOWER BOUNDING
26 PROBLEM 6
TC27 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP7 LOWER BOUNDING
27 PROBLEM 7
TC2 8 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP8 LOWER BOUNDING
28 PROBLEM 8
TC2 9 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP9 LOWER BOUNDING
29
PROBLEM 9
TC3 0 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP10 LOWER BOUNDING
30 PROBLEM 10




TC3 2 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP13 LOWER BOUNDING
32 PROBLEM 13
TC3 3 TANK CONSTRAINT LBPI4 LOWER BOUNDING
33 PROBLEM 14
TC34 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP15 LOWER BOUNDING
34 PROBLEM 15
TC3 5 TANK CONSTRAINT LBP16 LOWER BOUNDING
35 PROBLEM 16



















* ======================= LBP for sub










































































































































































































* ============== Equations used to
evaluate UB after setting binary
variables ============ *
TCUBl DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB2 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB3 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB4 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB5 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB6 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB8 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB11 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
LXIV
TCUB14 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB15 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB16 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB17 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
TCUB18 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB1 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB2 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB4 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
DCUB5 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
CCUB1 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
CCUB2 DUPLICATE
EQUATION FOR UB EVALUATION
* ========================= DUPLICATE
























































































































































































TC2 9Q2 TANK CONSTRAINT
29









































































(B.L)))) + SUM(B,CINV(B) )*














+ 10*SUM ( (I,B.L),
SLAVARTC21INVI(I,B,L) +
SLAVARTC27INVI(I,B.L) )
* + 10*SUM ( (B,H,L),
SLAVARTC24FT2(B,H,L) )
+ 10*SUM ( (D.L),
SLAVARDC1WB2(D,L) )
+ 10*SUM ( (G,L),
SLAVARDC2WB2(G.L) )
* + 10*SUM ( (I.B.H.L)',
SLAVARLBP4INWJ (I, B,H,L) )
* + 10*SUM ( (I.B.H.L),
SLAVARLBP5INWJ (I,B, H, L) )
* + 10*SUM ( (I,B,H,L),
SLAVARLBP8INWT(I,B,H,L) )
































B2))) / (2*NE + 1) h-
CSET*(SUM(D1,SUM(G$G1(G,D1),SUM(L,WB2Q




















LT CARD(L)),ITOT(B2,L)) ) +
THOR*SUM(B2,CINV(B2))*SUM(B2,INITITOTf
B2))) / (2*NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D2,SUM(GSG1(G,D2),SUM(L,WB2(
G,D2,L)))) - ND2) -
SUM(M,SUM(K$K1(M,K),SUM(L,LMFLT(M,K,L)














































































































































































































































































LBP14 (I,A,B,H,L)$ (Al (A, B)$H1 (B.H) )



















LBFV2 (B,H)*FL1 (I.A.B.L) -
UBFV1(A,B)*LBFV2(B,H) ;
* ================ f0r generating











































































































































































































































































































































































































































B2))) / (2-NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D1,SUM(GSG1(G,D1),SUM(L,WB2(























B2))) / (2*NE + 1) +
CSET*(SUM(D2,SUM(G$G1(G,D2),SUM(L,WB2(









SUM (M, SUM (K$K1 (M,K) ,SUM (L,LMWB (M, K,L) *
WBQ(M,K,L)) ))
* =================== for DUPLICATING
















































































































































































































































* =================== FOR DUPLICATING

















































































































































































































































1. Decompose into Ql and Q2
2. Solve Ql to obtain objective value
of ZZQ1
3. Use value of ZZQl to generate
linear cut
4. repeat for Q2

























































































































































































































































































































-to generate linear cuts for Ql
SOLVE CRUDE_LB1 USING MIP MINIMIZING
ZZQ1
*to generate linear cuts for Q2
SOLVE CRUDE_LB2 USING MIP MINIMIZING
ZZQ2
SoluTion to model MIP
SOLVE MROO minimizing ZZ using mip;
*===================== TO FIX BINARY























Solution to NLP non convex model (UB)









APPENDIX IX: GAMS OUTPUT
FILE ON CRUDE OIL
SCHEDULING WITH SLACK
VARIABLES MODEL
GAMS Rev 149 X8 6/MS Windows
04/28/07 15:45:03 Page 3
: SCHEDULING REFINERY CRUDE OIL
OPERATIONS
Solution Report SOLVE CRUDE_LB1












1 NORMAL*-** SOLVER STATUS
COMPLETION
*-** MODEL STATUS 1 OPTIMAL








ILOG CPLEX Dec 24, 2007 WIN.CP.CP
22.6 035.037.041.Vis For Cplex 11.0
Cplex 11.0.0, GAMS Link 34
Cplex licensed for 1 use of lp, qp,















GAMS Rev 149 x8 6/MS Windows
04/28/07 15:45:03 Page 5
: SCHEDULING REFINERY CRUDE OIL
OPERATIONS
Solution Report SOLVE CRUDE_LB2












**** SOLVER STATUS 1
COMPLETION











ILOG CPLEX Dec 24, 2007 WIN.CP.CP
22.6 035.037.041.vis For Cplex 11.0
Cplex 11.0.0, GAMS Link 34
Cplex licensed for 1 use of lp, qp,

















GAMS Rev 149 X8 6/MS Windows
04/28/07 15:45:03 Page 7
: SCHEDULING REFINERY CRUDE OIL
OPERATIONS
Solution Report SOLVE MROO Using
MIP From line 2464
GAMS Rev 14 9 x86/MS Windows
04/28/07 15:45:03 Page 9
: SCHEDULING REFINERY CRUDE OIL
OPERATIONS
Solution Report SOLVE MFO0 Using



























1 NORMAL **** SOLVER STATUS
COMPLETION
1 NORMAL




0.156 RESOURCE USAGE, LIMIT
1000.000
1.840




ILOG CPLEX Dec 24, 2007 WIN.CP.CP
22.6 035.037.041.vis For Cplex 11.0
Cplex 11.0.0, GAMS Link 34
Cplex licensed for 1 use of lp, qp,




(34 iterations, 0 nodes)
Final Solve: 198 0.440000
(180 iterations)
GAMS/BARON Dec 24, 2007 WIN.BA.NA
22.6 011.000.000.vis P3PC
Branch And Reduce Optimization
Navigator
Nikolaos Sahinidis and Mohit
Tawarmalani
The Optimization Firm, LLC.







































Total no. of BaR iterations:
Best solution found at node:
Max. no. of nodes in memory:
Solution = 2148.10499999 best
solution found during preprocessing
Best possible = 2148.105
Absolute gap = 9.99989424599335E-9
optca = IE-9
Relative gap = 0 optcr = 0
LXXXIV
